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1. Executive Summary  
 
In April 2013 Sherbert Research was commissioned to undertake a qualitative research 
project with parents and children to find out how they currently feel towards The BBC, in 
particular its children’s brands CBeebies and CBBC. Within the CBeebies element 7 
groups of parents/carers were spoken to – 3 of which included the children themselves 
(children aged between 18mths and 4years) and for the CBBC element, 6 friendship 
groups of children aged between 6 to 12 were spoken to as well as one parent briefly at 
the end of each session. We went to all 4 nations within the UK for both elements of the 
research.  
 
In brief the three main objectives of the research were to understand the current 
landscape and behaviour of both these audiences as well as to appraise both channels 
and the delivery of the six public purposes in terms of performance and importance.  
 
Overall parents and children were positive about both CBeebies and CBBC and had lots to 
say as to why these channels are very much a part of their or their children’s day to day 
viewing. Not surprisingly those who only have Freeview at home tended to be the most 
positive as they have less competing for their attention. There is a strong affinity and 
awareness from both the children and parents that CBeebies and CBBC are British 
channels which is what for many sets it apart from the competition.  
 
For CBeebies, the parents in this sample were really happy with the overall CBeebies offer 
and believe they are doing a brilliant job at entertaining and educating their children aged 
under 4. For those with slightly older children they too are pretty content with the 
CBeebies offer but it does feel that there could possibly be more for them to avoid them 
‘sitting in limbo’ when they outgrow CBeebies (this tends to start for some at around the 
age of 4) but aren’t yet ready to make the leap to CBBC. Parents request a few more 
shows targeting the older age range to help keep them with the channel for just a little bit 
longer – which would be appreciated by both parents and the children.  
 
Parents of CBeebies aged children in this sample talked about their overall trust of the 
BBC brand which transfers directly into how they feel towards CBeebies in that they know 
that anything and everything shown will be suitable for their children. CBeebies for many 
is the ‘go to’ channel for learning and development and having real presenters sets it 
apart from most if not all of the competition.  
 
Overall the public purposes are generally delivering well with few criticisms of the 
channel other than for some there are too many repeats, the scheduling loop of showing 
the same shows three times in a day can be off putting to those who have Freeview only or 
who are at home more often and can tend to have it on all day.  
 

Few seem to be using the website regularly although this is not a reflection of the site but 
is more about this young age group not going online that often. They feel that the site itself 
works well and doesn’t need improving. Some parents would like to see less repetition 
which could also help CBeebies feel as it has even more variety than it currently does!  
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However, in all other areas; from being British, teaching new things, feeling included, and 
relevance to their lives and their worlds/communities, there is a sense that it is doing 
really well and parents really just want to say a BIG thanks!  
 
CBBC is also doing a good job for most of the kids we met in this research particularly for 
those aged 7 to 10. It is a channel that they talk about in terms of being exciting, gritty, 
informative and fun with some shows that stand out (Deadly 60, Tracy Beaker, Horrible 
Histories, Dumping Ground and Dani’s House/Castle). For CBBC, age, gender and type of 
TV (as well as platform watched via) can also impact on how they feel towards the 
channel. It is worth remembering how much goes on between the ages of 6 to 12 years, 
they ‘evolve’ from kids to pre-teens on the verge of adolescence, gradually becoming 
more independent and establishing their own sense of identity. Key life changes occur 
across these groups for both girls and boys and these changes impact on their media 
habits and needs. 
 
Those that have Freeview love CBBC and are ambassadors for the channel. For these 
children, CBBC is their main children’s channel. They know most (if not all) of the 
programmes and they are the most positive about what it has to offer. For those with 
Sky/cable they have a lot more competing for their attention. They have a great deal of 

choice and tend to only ever watch their favourites. Because of this, many of the 
programmes on CBBC are missed altogether. They tend to watch the CBBC flagship 
programmes and whilst there is some awareness that there are many more programmes 
on the channel they do not look for them. They stick with what they know and love. As a 
result, new programmes often don’t get a look in. It is therefore a harder task for CBBC to 
fulfil its public purposes with those who have Sky/Cable. They are potentially missing 
some of the programmes that deliver some of the core values of the brand.  

 

Generally CBBC is delivering the purposes well although there are some specific elements 
within the Nations, Regions & Communities’ purpose, the Creativity purpose and the 
Education purpose which could be improved. These tend to relate to reflecting my world, 
relevance, animated content and helping children learn in school.  
 
The younger audience do ‘struggle’ a little with some of the programming and would like 
to see more animation (especially the boys) which fits in with what they want and like to 
watch on TV.  
 

Whilst they do not regularly visit the website particularly for learning and information 
finding, it is performing well for what they want and expect from it; for example good 
games to play on related to the shows they like and enjoy.  
 

There is also a feeling from many that CBBC can often miss the lighter side of growing up 
and that it could be slightly more light-hearted. Family life on CBBC sometimes feels as if it 
is more reflective of the ‘extremes’ and so ideally they would like to see more programmes 
that represent the everyday and which are funny. It is not that they don’t enjoy what is 
currently portrayed via shows on CBBC but more that they would like to see the addition 
of a few funnier, light hearted shows that mirror their lives just a little more.  
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CBBC often helps reinforce things that they have learnt about or are learning at school but 
it does it in a more informal way which is seen as a bonus rather than something they want 
or expect. Being impartial and un-biased is something that most aren’t yet aware of or 
have an opinion about so is perceived as being less important although it is something 
that parents expect and appreciate from the BBC in general. 
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2. Background and objectives  
 
2.1 Background to the research  
 
The BBC Trust appointed Sherbert Research (a specialist kids, teen and families agency) 
to conduct qualitative research as part of its service reviews of CBeebies and CBBC.  
 
CBeebies and CBBC are both currently undergoing a regular review by the BBC Trust and 
as such required qualitative research to understand how the two services are performing 
against both the Trust’s service licences and the BBC’s public purposes.  
It’s the BBC Trust’s responsibility to ensure that licence fee payers get the most from the 
BBC across whatever platform or content they’re consuming, and that all meet 
performance standards of Quality, Reach, Impact and Value for Money.  
 
The two children’s services have separate service licences and different target audiences 
so it was important to look at these channels in isolation of each other, whilst also bearing 
in mind that both need to deliver the BBC’s public purposes as set out in the service 
licences.  
 
This is the second time that the Trust has reviewed these two services; the last review 
took place 5 years ago in 2008.  
 
The remits for both services are below: 
 

CBeebies Service Licence Remit 
To offer high quality, mostly UK-produced, programmes to educate and entertain the 
BBC's youngest audience. The service should provide a range of programming designed 
to encourage learning through play in a consistently safe environment for children aged 6 
or under. 
 

CBBC Service Licence Remit  
To provide a wide range of high quality, distinctive content for 6-12 year olds, including 
drama, entertainment, comedy, animation, news and factual. The great majority of this 
content should be produced in the UK.  
CBBC should provide a stimulating, creative and enjoyable environment that is also safe 
and trusted. The service should have a particular focus on informal learning, with an 
emphasis on encouraging participation. 
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2.2 Aims and objectives of the research  
The overall aims and objectives of the research were:  

 
1. AUDIENCE LANDSCSAPE AND BEHAVIOUR 

A detailed exploration of both CBeebies and CBBC audiences (CBeebies – children 
aged 0 to 6 years and their parents/carers; CBBC – children 6 to 12 and their parents); 
to understand their lives, their worlds and what is important to them as well as the 
developmental milestones they go through as they grow up. To also explore in detail 
with all the key audiences the content they consume (including radio) and to look at the 
competitive landscape in terms of content, quality and popularity (‘talkability). 
 

2. OVERALL APPRAISAL OF THE TWO CHANNELS  
To gain an overall understanding of how both CBeebies and CBBC are currently 
performing against the service licences. Including an assessment of the contribution 
made by the two services to the delivery and importance of the six BBC public 
purposes.  
 

3. DETAILED APPRAISAL OF THE PUBLIC PURPOSES  
To probe into the specific service licence remits to explore how well each of the 
services meets their individual responsibilities for their target audiences.  
 

The BBC’s Public Purposes 
 

Under the terms of the Royal Charter and Agreement, the BBC's main activities should be 
the promotion of its six public purposes in the form of broadcast output consisting of 
information, education and entertainment. The BBC’s public purposes are: 
 
1. Sustaining citizenship and civil society (we did not look at this purpose in this research 

as it is not in the service licences)  
2. Promoting education and learning  
3. Stimulating creativity and cultural excellence  
4. Representing the UK, its nations, regions and communities 
5. Bringing the UK to the world and the world to the UK  
6. In promoting its other purposes, helping to deliver to the public the benefit of emerging 

communications technologies and services and, in addition, taking a leading role in the 
switchover to digital television 
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3. Methodology and sample  
 

3.1 Overview of the chosen methodology  
 

CBeebies  
As the target audience for CBeebies is very young it was important to choose a suitable 
methodology where we could meet some of this young age group and observe how they 
watch TV whilst also understanding the limitations of what they would be able to tell us. 
When conducting research with young children, it is important that the environment in 
which the research is carried out feels comfortable, safe and familiar. To this end, we 
carried out three in-home ‘coffee mornings’. Each “coffee morning” consisted of three 
adults and three children in one of their homes. Two moderators in each session allowed 
us to speak to not only the parents but also observe the children watching TV, playing on 
the internet as well as their general playing behaviour. In addition to these sessions we 
also conducted four standard groups with parents/carers of CBeebies aged children.  
 
CBBC  
At around the age of six years, we know that most children are able to have a discussion 
without a parent or carer around so we chose to talk to them in friendship quads (4 
friends) and ran these sessions in one of their bedrooms. ‘Bedroom hangouts’ are a great 
way to chat to children as their bedroom can be used as a 3D stimulus zone. It helps to 
really understand what it’s like being them and therefore how CBBC fits into their world 
and whether it’s delivering and meeting its public purpose remit. The children immediately 
feel at ease to share their thoughts and feelings and give opinions. The friendship 
dynamic, also gives them the confidence to open up and four children provides a creative 
and participatory buzz that larger groups can sometimes miss out on.  
At the end of these sessions with the children we also spent half an hour having a 
discussion with one or more of their parents about CBBC - both the TV channel and the 
website.  
 
The methodology used in this research was qualitative. This means that it explored in 
some depth the views of respondents but as such the results cannot be extrapolated to 
represent the views of the wider population.  
 
The research took place in April 2013 in locations across the UK. 
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3.2 The sample  
 
CBeebies 
Session type Age of kids BBC viewer Location 

Coffee Morning  3.5-4 years  Medium London, England  

Coffee Morning  2.5-3.5 years  Heavy Belfast, Northern Ireland 

Coffee Morning  18mths – 2.5 years  Medium Cardiff, Wales 

Mum group 3.5-4 years  Heavy Newcastle, England  

Mum group  18mths – 2.5 years  Medium Belfast, Northern Ireland 

Mum group  2.5-3.5 years  Heavy Glasgow, Scotland 

Mum group  2.5-3.5years  Heavy  Cheltenham, England  

 

CBBC 
Session type Age of kids BBC viewer Gender Location 

Bedroom Hangout + 
parent depth  

7-8 (Year 3)  Heavy Girls  Newcastle, England 

Bedroom hangout 
+parent depth 

9-10 (Year 5)  Medium Girls  London, England 

Bedroom hangout + 
parent depth 

11-12 (Year 7)  Heavy Girls  Glasgow, Scotland 

Bedroom Hangout + 
parent depth  

6-7 (Year 2)  Medium Boys  Cardiff, Wales 

Bedroom Hangout + 
parent depth 

8-9 (Year 4)  Medium Boys  Belfast, Northern Ireland 

Bedroom hangout + 
parent depth  

10-11 (Year 6)  Heavy Boys  Cardiff, Wales 

 
3.3 Recruitment criteria  
 
CBeebies  
Within the sample all parents/carers had a mix of type of television platforms, the majority 
had cable or satellite but there was representation from those who only have Freeview in 
their home. Across the sample they were recruited to be either medium (watch at least 3 
to 4 shows regularly on the channel) or heavy viewers of CBeebies (watch 5 to 6+ shows 
on the channel) and we ensured that they knew many of the shows on the channel.  
 
CBBC  
As above we ensured a mix of types of television platforms were recruited and that 
Freeview only homes were represented within the sessions. All children were either heavy 
(watch 5 to 6+ shows regularly) or medium viewers of the channel (watch at least 3 to 4 
shows regularly).  
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Note that all Sherbert Researchers are enhanced CRB checked and that the MRS (Market 
Research Society) code of conduct is strictly adhered to. Sherbert was involved in the 
creation of the MRS code of conduct with children and fully respects the privileged 
position of talking to children and young people. Whenever we talk to children aged under 
16, parental consent is always sought as we always approach their parents first and are 
transparent with both parents and children about the purpose of the research.  
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4. CBeebies  
 
Please note that Sherbert Research specialises in research with kids and families and 
therefore some of the findings below also come from our on-going work that we do with 
parents and children on a regular basis as well as from within this research.  

 
4.1 The preschool audience 

 
When you are under 6 years old, the world is a magical place where almost anything can 
happen and everyday children experience something new and exciting. They are an 
impulsive ‘bunch’ whose concentration spans are limited, often no more than a few 
minutes! The importance of play should never be underestimated and it has an incredibly 
important role in their development. Parents (adults) always need to be nearby to help 
them feel safe and secure as well as needing to entertain them; they’re not so great at 
entertaining themselves yet! 
Within this research it was clear that there is a big difference between those who are 
under 3 and those who are 3 and a half to 5 years and developmentally they also have 
differing needs.  
 
18 months to 3 years  
At this young age they are highly tactile, many still putting lots of toys (or anything they 
can get their hands on) into their mouths. They are totally dependent on their parents and 
have not yet developed ‘theory of mind’ - they are yet to understand that others don’t all 
feel or experience what they are. They are also still learning the basics of language; some 
might be able to have a mini conversation but for many it is about repetition and practice – 
this can sometimes feel like they are ‘on a loop’ with what they are saying!  
 
3 and a half years to 5 years  
At this age, they do begin to make some of their own decisions especially when it comes to 
television and media usage and they also begin some ‘formal’ learning either at home or 
nursery. Many will know how to write their name, how old they are and possibly even 
where they live. Whilst their attention spans are increasing they still find it hard but they 
start to understand that there is more to the world than just them. Parents (often their 
mum) are everything to them and some find it hard to part from them.  

 
4.2 Impact of age on media behaviour  
 
4.2.1 Apps and Games  
At this young age (children under 5 years old) most children will not actually own their 
own tablets or smart phones yet, but many do have regular access to both through 
parents and older siblings. Those that play on these devices regularly are very competent 
with many games as tablets/smartphones require less hand/eye co-ordination than 
computers/laptops. Most young children can pick them up and seem to naturally know 
what to do! They enjoy the independence they often get when using them as they don’t 
generally need an adult’s help especially if they are playing a game they know well.  
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The apps they like best are those that give them instant feedback where they know what 
to do straight away and ultimately have little to no chance to fail. Any game they play 
whether on a tablet or a games console needs to start quickly and requires little to no set 
up, otherwise they just lose interest and move onto something else. Some of the most 
popular games being played by pre-schoolers at the time of this research included: Peppa 
Pig apps, Toca Boca apps, Cooking Mama – apps and on handheld console games: Angry 
Birds, Talking Tom, Temple Run 1 and 2 and Mario games.  
 
4.2.2 Going online  
Going online with pre-schoolers can be quite a task particularly for the under 3s! Whilst 
parents know that it is something their children need to learn they often leave it for as long 
as possible before allowing them on regularly as it can be quite frustrating! Very young 
children tend to react to everything they see, including the keys on the key board and 
often end up doing a lot of bashing or pulling of keys or turning off the computer without 
realising! Without an adult around they can get ‘stuck’ pretty quickly so few are allowed 
online without an adult next to them (or possibly an older sibling).  
 
For the really young ones (the under 3s) few are going online regularly and if they do, it is 
generally instigated by an adult or older sibling who controls what they do and where they 
go and often it might be to watch something rather than to play a game. From about 3 and 
a half years, they start to learn mouse control either at home or preschool/nursery and will 
start to go online a little more regularly but this is still unlikely to be more than once or 
twice a week. Most children of this age still require quite a bit of help from an adult or 
older sibling especially as they still can’t really read yet. With help from audio cues and 
simple basic games they can play alone for a while but chances are they will need an adult 
very close by! Not surprisingly they don’t have a huge repertoire of websites they visit but 
those they do use tend to come from the TV world – Peppa Pig, Baby TV, CBeebies and 
Disney and Nick Junior as well as watching shows or clips via YouTube – but whatever the 
site is, it is usually decided by a parent and not the child.  
 
4.2.3 Music and radio  
Young children love to listen and sing along to music and few car journeys are made 
without it. For some in this sample the adult in the car chooses and they tend to listen to 
commercial radio, but for many parents ‘give in’ to listening to children’s CD compilations 
– nursery rhymes, story tapes featuring their favourite characters. Whilst this might not be 
the choice of many parents, they realise it will help the journey along and give them a few 
minutes peace otherwise all they hear is ‘are we nearly there yet!’ Other than in the car, 
few adults seemed to be listening to music on the radio with their young children at any 
other time.  
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4.3 A detailed look at TV  
 
4.3.1 The role of television in children’s lives (and their parents)  
Television plays an incredibly important role in the lives of both pre-schoolers and their 
parents. On any one day it can fulfil a number of different roles that are appreciated by 
adults who are looking after this age group on a regular basis.  
 
Television is used by many throughout the day as a ‘babysitter’ – this doesn’t mean that a 
parent or carer just leaves their chid in front of the TV all day (no child would allow them to 
do that!) but it does mean that they can get a precious few minutes to themselves to do 
some chores (empty the shopping, make lunch, have a quick shower, maybe even make a 
quick call). Their days are hectic and finding time to do anything can be really difficult.  
 
Television can be also be used as a pacifier with young children as it can often be a great 
distracter or bargaining tool when a parent either needs them to do something or if they 
are having ‘a moment’ – a toddler tantrum which can happen on a daily basis. For many 
young children, TV is a part of their daily routine which they expect as well as enjoy. It 
might be first thing in the morning when they wake up or a part of their bedtime routine but 
whenever it is they expect and need it to help them to feel safe and secure within their 
daily lives. With young children, often a change in their routine can knock the balance 
temporarily so parents tend not to do this if it can be helped.  
 
Another role that television plays especially for those adults who look after these young 
children every day and all day is that it can actually feel like a little bit of adult company for 
them (assuming there are adults in the programmes they are watching!). Sometimes just 
having background noise also helps them to feel that they’re not alone. The role that 
brings a smile to many an adult’s face is that of cuddle time when they are able to sit down 
together on the sofa and watch something together whilst ‘snuggling’ too! Parents and 
carers tend to do this when they have a minute or if it is a show they like to watch too!  
 
When it comes to television and preschool aged children parents and carers look for: 
 

1. Safe shows. These are programmes that they know are age appropriate and 
won’t show or say anything unsuitable  

2. Fun shows – these are programmes that make their children giggle, smile and 
interaction is also a positive. If their child really enjoys the show then the parent 
is likely to like it or love it too! 

3. Interesting shows – As mentioned earlier, these young children do not have very 
long attention spans so parents appreciate shows that grab and hold their 
children’s attention.  

4. If a show has educational value then this is especially appreciated by those with 
children under 3 and a half years as many aren’t yet doing much if any formal 
learning.  

 
Safe+ Fun+ Interesting+ Educational – if a programme has all 4 elements, the chances 
are parents will love it and encourage their children to watch!  
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4.3.2 The impact of parenting styles on television viewing  
Within this research and other relevant research that Sherbert has conducted with 
parents of pre-schoolers, three types of parenting style tend to emerge. It is important to 
acknowledge that it is possible to have different needs throughout the day/week so it is 
likely that parents ‘cross over’ into each area at different times.  
 

1. I do the best I can under the circumstances  
2. It’s a balancing act 
3. It’s all about the kids  

 
I do the best I can under the circumstances  
These parents or carers are often the main carer and so have little time to do anything! 
For them, there is a lot of juggling every day and often they may have large age gaps 
between their children so there is a need to keep them all equally occupied and happy. 
These parents or carers can look to older siblings to help them out when necessary. The 
television is often on all day and is used as a “help”, children can go and watch whenever 
they want and it is used primarily to entertain and ‘look after’ children.  
 
It’s a balancing act 
These parents and carers have slightly more time than those above and tend not to be 
looking after lots of children at once and for the whole day. They may work part time which 
also means they have a more time on their hands to spend with their families. They also 
often have children with closer age gaps so ‘managing’ them can be a little easier. 
Television tends to fit in within their day and is used when they need some time but it isn’t 
generally on all the time.  
 
It’s all about the kids  
These parents and carers are the most “children focussed” and often have consolidated 
amounts of time to spend with them. They can be non-working parents or first time 
parents who don’t have the needs of other children to take into account so much. They 
also tend to timetable when they will watch television rather than just switch it on and like 
to do more ‘hands on’ activities in-between or when they can. When talking about 
television these parents are more likely to say they prefer their kids to watch shows that 
are educational and have a learning element within them.  
  
4.3.3 The impact of the age of children on television viewing  
 
The little ones (18 months to 3 years)  
For this young age group most of what they watch is decided by their parents. At this age 
they have little to no understanding of what channel shows what and they tend to have a 
small repertoire of shows that they really love and can obsess about usually encouraged 
by their parents! Parents will put on the television and they choose and they switch. This 
age group don’t often get the control as chances are they will drop it, press all or any of 
the buttons or try to use it as a mobile phone!  
 
Many parents of children in this age range are on the lookout for programmes that have 
some sort of learning message or outcome as this can help them developmentally. 
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However, content for this age group must be highly-visual and simple or it will not grab 
their attention. It also needs to be ‘totally safe’ in all aspects from language to the subject 
areas it deals with. Parents want to keep their children as innocent and safe from anything 
deemed to be inappropriate for as long as they can.  
 
Those who are slightly older (3 and a half years to 5 years)  
By the time children reach 3 and half years, they tend to have a little more understanding 
and more influence on what they watch. Many have mastered the television remote within 
the children’s section of the EPG (Electronic Programme Guide), although they will 
probably only be watching a maximum of 3 to 4 channels, and will be able to turn on the 
television and find their favourite shows. Some may have also managed to memorise the 
numbers of the channel where their favourite shows are and can switch to them instantly 
once the television is on. For those with on-demand and recording facilities, many will also 
know how to use these and do so fairly regularly (much to the annoyance of some adults 
who find that all their memory is taken up with kids TV!).  
 
As many children of this age are now at preschool some parents feel less of a need to 
reinforce educational content as much and look to television as a time to relax after a busy 
day. Children this age also often start to look for new programmes and widen their 
repertoire of shows and channels as they get to see more when at friends’ houses – often 
those who have only watched one or two channels begin to look at what else is on offer. 
 
4.3.4 Freeview versus Sky/Cable TV  
 
The ‘viewing journey’ of all families does very much depend on what type of platform you 
have i.e. whether you have Sky/Cable or Freeview.  
 
Those with Freeview at home tend to automatically switch onto BBC channels if they have 
children first and foremost as well as Milkshake on Channel 5 in the mornings. The 
competition is mostly unknown or missed and they tend to stick with what they know 
within this world.  
 
However for those with Sky or cable, the choice is greater and these parents and children 
will move around a lot more between the different kids channels on offer, although many 
first time parents, even with Sky/Cable, often still start with CBeebies.  
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4.4 A detailed look at CBeebies  
 
4.4.1 Overall thoughts on the channel  
All the parents we spoke to had many positive things to say about CBeebies. They say that 
it is a safe and familiar channel that benefits from positive brand perceptions. Some top of 
mind words they used spontaneously when describing how they feel about the channel 
included:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unlike other children’s channels, many parents feel that they know a lot of programmes 
that are shown on CBeebies and that it isn’t dominated by one or two big shows. Most 
believe that when they switch on, there will be a variety of shows; most of which their 
children will enjoy. As mentioned earlier for many with under 3s, whether they have 
Freeview or Sky/Cable, CBeebies is often the channel that they switch onto. Many say that 
that they switch on and stay on CBeebies throughout the day never even thinking about 
switching over!  
 
You know when you switch on to CBeebies there will almost always be a show they’ll like 
and want to watch and one that you as a mum will be very happy for them to watch 
(Mum, London)  
 
You know with CBeebies they’re always going to be happy to watch it, we keep it on 
CBeebies pretty much most of the day to be honest! 
(Mum, Cardiff)  
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Why do parents love CBeebies so much?  
 
1. It’s the ‘go to’ channel for learning and development  
Many parents inherently know that whatever their children watch on CBeebies it will teach 
them something. They feel that CBeebies encourages children to build up their knowledge 
of numbers and phonics and dance and movement as well as also helping to teach life and 
social skills, which they feel are so important for this age group.  

 
It feels like they are in nursery learning real things  
(Mum, Cardiff)  

 
I love the way my little one picks it up and it’s really natural. Nicer than them learning it 
officially at school – this way she just picks it up, less structured and more fun  
(Mum, Cheltenham)  
 
He can now use some basic sign language  
(Mum, Newcastle)  
 
2. It has diverse and varied programmes  
Most are aware of the selection of shows and different types of programming and 
appreciate this as they feel that this sets CBeebies apart from the competition. Whilst the 
educational element is top of mind for many, they are also aware that it’s not just about 
learning.  
 
Parents talk about CBeebies entertaining their young children in a wide variety of ways 
including storytelling, make and do, shows that are funny and make their children laugh as 
well as shows that transport them into other make-believe worlds. Most parents also 
mention the diversity of characters within the shows and recognise that they come from a 
mixture of backgrounds and ethnicities. This is mostly appreciated and welcomed. Also 
welcomed is the mix of animation and real life shows which again they see as setting the 
channel apart from its competitors which they perceive as having mostly animation. 
Parents of young children like their children to watch more than just cartoons.  
 
You do feel like you just get cartoon after cartoon with the other channels, not with 
CBeebies  
(Mum, Cheltenham)  
 
There’s mixed race, white, black, Down’s syndrome which is good because it means she 
just gets used to seeing lots of people represented. She doesn’t get that in this place 
sometimes. Something Special is excellent for teaching kids about diversity 
(Mum, Cardiff)  
 
3. CBeebies has great presenters!  
On-screen presenters tend not to be seen on television anymore and are missed 
particularly by adults who grew up with them and also loved them. The presence of 
presenters on CBeebies is particularly well liked and appreciated by many parents. They 
feel a certain comfort towards the channel when watching with their children. Parents 
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also like the human interaction on the channel and for some it may be the only adults that 
they might see during the day! They enjoy the links between the shows and especially like 
it when the presenters speak directly to their children and get them to join in. It makes 
them feel a part of what’s going on, a part of the channel and it makes them smile. The 
more they feel that they know the presenters the more they seem to become fond of them 
and most say that they have now warmed to the newish presenters who joined the channel 
a couple of years ago.  
 
Above all, the on-screen presenters encourage their audience to take part and are 
entertaining and fun to watch.  
 
Carrie is great and I love that she never tries to hide it (her arm) and they see it as being 
normal 
(Mum, Belfast)  
 
When I think of CBeebies I think of the presenters. It makes me think it’s a friendly channel 
and it’s my friend. If it didn’t have the presenters I wouldn’t watch it  
(Mum, Cardiff)  
 
Justin Fletcher is perceived to deliver the values of the CBeebies brand and feels 
synonymous with CBeebies. Parents/carers feel that he is talented, entertaining and funny 
and he understands children of this age. Most parents adore him and although there is a 
minority who can find him a little irritating, they are still able to appreciate and respect his 
ability to captivate this young and often difficult age group.  
 
Justin teaches our children about acceptance which is really important  
(Mum, Belfast)  
 
 
Mr. Tumble – he’s fun, a bit mad, educational. I enjoy watching him, he’s funny  
(Mum, Cardiff)  
 
Mr Tumble and all the stuff about disabilities is so great. It makes them ask questions 
which is great too and they get exposed to it so it becomes the norm  
(Mum. Belfast)  
 
4. CBeebies fits in perfectly with many children’s routines  
CBeebies helps many parents to guide their kids through the day and the scheduling 
cleverly fits with their routines – which gets a definite ‘thumbs up’ from all parents! 
 
It has the ‘right’ shows on before some of the older kids go to school like ZingZillas (aimed 
at a slightly older age group) and then has the shows for the younger children on after 
9am like Alphablocks and Show Me Show Me. For many parents, the big bonus is that 
CBeebies finishes at 7pm after the Bedtime Hour and this helps many parents with the 
bedtime routine. There is a sense that CBeebies is going to sleep and now so are you! 
Young children know that once CBeebies is finished their day is over too and they must go 
to sleep and more often than not it works!  
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So for many parents putting their young children in front of the television to watch 
CBeebies feels a positive thing to do. They feel less guilty about leaving their children to 
watch and they know that they’ll gain something positive; they feel that they‘re being 
‘looked after well’ as well as being entertained.  
 
I love that the kids know when it is bedtime as CBeebies tells them!  
(Mum, London)  
 
CBeebies helps us mums get kids off to nursery or off to bed as they know after certain 
shows it is time to go!  
(Mum, Belfast)  
 
4.4.2 Impact of the BBC brand  
The link to the BBC brand for most is a big positive. Most expect the BBC to deliver good 
quality content. It is a brand that most know well and have inherent trust in1 and they know 
that anything they do for children will be safe for them – there will be no bad language or 
inappropriate content. There were a minority of Sky/Cable viewers who hadn’t grown up 
with terrestrial only TV and these people did not automatically make the connection 
between CBeebies and the BBC. They don’t appear to have the same ‘connection’ to the 
brand but it isn’t necessarily something that they have given much thought to. Those who 
grew up with terrestrial only television – slightly older mums and some with older children, 
or who have Freeview have a much stronger affinity to the BBC brand and they have high 
expectations of what it should and does deliver.  
 
I grew up with The BBC and it is the channel I am happy for my kids to watch, in fact I 
prefer them to (Mum, London)  
 
You just know the BBC from when you were younger and you know that whatever is on will 
be safe and you can trust it, same as it has always been 
 (Mum, Cardiff)  
 
4.4.3 Any weaknesses?  
Spontaneously, parents found it difficult to think about areas of weaknesses on CBeebies. 
However, when probed further, they mentioned the following areas:  
 
1. Schedule on a daily loop (3 times over)  
Almost every group mentioned this as something that was a bit frustrating. It is more of an 
issue for those who have CBeebies on all day, which does happen more often in bad 
weather (which we have had in the first 4 months of this year!) Parents can feel a bit guilty 
when they realise their children have seen the same show/s more than once in a day. 
However, their children would happily watch a programme 4 or 5 times a day if allowed.  

 

                                                 

 
1 The research took place a few months after the controversy around Jimmy Saville when allegations that the late BBC 

presenter had sexually abused children and adults were widely publicised. The BBC’s Newsnight programme also faced 
criticism for dropping its own report on the story, leading to the set-up of inquiries into practices within the BBC 
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2. Not using ‘proper English’ 
A minority of parents felt that some programmes on CBeebies don’t use what they 
perceive to be proper language and they don’t like their children to watch them too often. 
They cited programmes such as Waybuloo, Timmy Time and Rastamouse as examples of 
this. This tends to be driven by their expectation that CBeebies should encourage learning 
and therefore poor elocution feels incongruous to this. However most parents said that 
they knew that even if their children watch these shows they wouldn’t end up talking like 
them in the future and as such was not regarded as a major issue. 

 
3. Some older children (4+) starting to ‘grow out’ of CBeebies  
Some have been watching CBeebies since they were very little (perhaps for more than 4 
years) and it might be the only channel they have watched regularly as parents may have 
preferred not to show them what ‘else is out there’. But often once they start school and 
begin to socialise they get to see what else there is to watch and CBeebies becomes for 
some children more of a private watch – they may even start to publically say it is for 
babies. This is often more of a response to the brand as a whole rather than specific 
shows. On exploring further, we found that many of the shows do still resonate, but 
children naturally want to start look at other channels and also want to increase their 
repertoire of shows. Many parents described this as a sad time as ideally they’d like to 
keep their little ones with CBeebies for as long as possible.  
 
I’ll be sad in a year’s time when he’s not watching CBeebies anymore – I’ll miss it!  
(Mum, Newcastle)  

 
It’s been marvellous for me for the last 4 years; I’m not ready to move to something older  
(Mum, London)  
 
4.4.4 CBeebies website and radio  
 
CBeebies website  
The CBeebies website is not regarded as a priority for most especially those with children 
aged under 3. As mentioned earlier, going online in general isn’t something children this 
young do daily or regularly. However, those who do go online with their children often go 
to the CBeebies website and are able to appreciate how good it is for their children. From 
about the age of 5, their computer skills are beginning to take off and for many the website 
is a way of staying longer with CBeebies. They can love playing the games more than 
actually watching the programmes. The audio cues throughout the site also help them 
navigate on their own, particularly as most are not yet confident readers.  
 
We don’t really go online that much but if we do it is usually to CBeebies to play a few 
games  
(Mum, Belfast)  
 
We don’t go on the internet that often but when we do we have fun but he needs a lot of 
help from me, I can’t leave him on his own  
(Mum, London)  
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He’s grown out of some of the shows on CBeebies but still really loves going on the 
website  
(Mum, Newcastle)  

 
CBeebies radio  
No-one in this sample was aware that you were able to listen to CBeebies radio via the 
computer, despite the button at the top of the homepage, which had not been noticed by 
anybody. Once noticed, most were intrigued as to what it might be like to listen to but they 
found it quite hard to work out what to do and most were not sure when they would 
actually listen via the computer. Many said they would be interested in uploading it to their 
iPhones/tablets to possibly listen to in the car but it would need to be easy and quick to do. 
More importantly it is worth noting that parents won’t go out of their way to look for it, they 
need to be told and reminded regularly that it is there.  
 
I had no idea they have CBeebies radio, never even noticed that at the top of the website. 
(Mum, London)  
 
I would be interested to know what is on CBeebies radio definitely but it isn’t something I 
look for, so they’d need to tell me about it.  
(Mum, Belfast)  

 
4.5 Reaction to the public purposes  
 
4.5.1 Overview  
Under the terms of the Royal Charter and Agreement, the BBC's main activities should be 
the promotion of six public purposes through output consisting of information, education 
and  
These public purposes are listed below:  
 CITIZENSHIP - sustaining citizenship and civil society.  
 CREATIVITY - stimulating creativity and cultural excellence.  
 EDUCATION - promoting education and learning.  

 NATIONS, REGIONS & COMMUNITIES - representing the UK, its nations, regions 
and   communities.  

 GLOBAL - bringing the UK to the world and the world to the UK.  
 DIGITAL - in promoting its other purposes, helping to deliver to the public the 
benefit of emerging communications technologies and services and, in addition, 
taking a leading role in the switchover to digital television.  

 
The BBC Trust has set ‘purpose remits’ for each of the purposes and these enable the 
BBC Trust to set objective, transparent, published criteria against which they will judge 
the BBC’s performance. Broadly, the remits explain how the BBC should fulfil its six public 
purposes. The BBC Trust along with Sherbert  
As the Citizenship purpose is not in the service licence, this was not explored in the 
research. The research was focused on the five purposes as outlined in the service 
licence.  
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The 5 public purposes discussed with parents and carers of CBeebies aged children 
were: 
(See appendix for list of statements)  

 
1. Stimulating creativity and cultural excellence 
2. Promoting education and learning 
3. Reflecting the UK’s nations, regions and communities 
4. Bringing the UK to the world and the world to the UK 
5. Emerging communications 
 

Overall parents and carers of CBeebies aged children feel that CBeebies is performing 
really well in fulfilling its public purposes. They feel that the channel is doing a great job in 
all areas from feeling British to having great variety within its programming and feeling 
inclusive for all children no matter what type of background they might come from.  
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STIMULATING CREATIVITY AND CULTURAL EXCELLENCE 
 

 Does CBeebies feel British?  
 
Parents and carers felt that this was a really important statement and they tended to 
agree that CBeebies does this well. They said that the channel does a great job currently 
at promoting the UK within much of its programming and many parents/carers said that 
they appreciate that CBeebies comes from their country; it helps to make the brand feel 
more familiar to them and their lives as well as also feeling like a ‘close friend’ that they 
can rely on and trust to help them out on a daily basis. There was the realisation that not 
only is much of the programming from the UK but also having British presenters really 
helps. 
 
It feels very British who could be more British than Mr Tumble?  
(Mum, London)  
 
I would say that it comes from across the UK; it is good to have variety  
(Mum, Cheltenham)  
 
It is nice to hear regional accents; I don’t want my child to only think London/English is the 
only accent. Northern Ireland does feel a little less represented  
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(Mum, Belfast)  
 

 Inspiring children to do things as a result of something they have seen 
 
Again, parents and carers felt that CBeebies is doing really well in this area, inspiring 
them and their young children to go off and do creative activities together (or at least to 
think about doing so!). They talked about shows such as Mister Maker and I Can Cook as 
good examples of where they might then go and make what they have seen after 
watching.  
 
We made stuff after watching I Can Cook, as soon it was over  
(Mum, Newcastle)  
 
Definitely agree with this one! Especially cooking – we’ve made Pizza after watching it on 
CBeebies!  
(Mum, Belfast)  
 
She collects loo rolls and cereal boxes we are always ready  
(Mum, Newcastle)  
 
• Making sure they are watching a variety of content across genres 
 
Parents and carers also feel that CBeebies has an excellent and varied schedule with a 
good mix of live action content that balances education with fun. They said that CBeebies 
has some great animation shows (Tree Fu Tom often mentioned as one of the best at the 
moment) and just the right amount. They felt that if there were too many, there was a 
danger that it could feel like the competition and would have less standout. However, 
some parents of older children aged 4 and above felt there may be room for a show that 
includes dance and movement as the current dance and movement shows like Show Me 
Show Me, although good, probably had more appeal for children under 4.  
 
As mentioned earlier for some the ‘loop’ that shows the same schedule three times a day 
can feel like the channel lacks variety if you have been at home all day!  
 
I agree with that yes there is lots of variety on CBeebies  
(Mum, Cardiff)  
 
Arts and Crafts, cooking, sign language, reality, story time, music and movement, 
science, there’s loads!  
(Mum, London) 
 
I love Abney and Teal, Mike the Knight and Tree Fu Tom – I even sometimes watch those 
with him!  
(Mum, Cardiff)  
 
I like the mixture of real and animated in Jacks Boar, it works well  
(Mum, Cheltenham)  
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CBeebies is a bit different as it isn’t just cartoons, it has a bit of everything, interaction, 
real people and nothing is bad on it – as a mum you are just happy for your kids to watch it  
(Mum, Belfast)  
 
PROMOTING EDUCATION AND LEARNING  
 

 Helps with learning  
 
This is top of mind for most if not all parents and carers of children of this age group. 
Education and learning is a key expectation of the brand and it is what many love about 
CBeebies and sets it apart from the competition. Most if not all of the educational content 
in the programmes (as well as on the website if they visit and use) is seen to be 
developmentally appropriate and ‘spot on’ for their kids.  
 
They felt that CBeebies encourages their children to learn in a variety of ways as well as 
covering a variety of subjects from, science with Nina and the Neurons, to cookery with I 
Can Cook and Big Cook Little Cook (remembered by those with older children) as well as 
numbers on Numberjacks, reading/phonics on Alphablocks and singing and dancing on 
Show Me Show Me. When you watch CBeebies there was strong agreement that you do 
find out new things.  
 
I’m learning from Alphablocks how to do phonics with my son, I’m learning when he is 
learning  
(Mum, Belfast)  
 
Show Me Show Me, is like being at nursery – dance, little things, learning though play – 
imaginative play  
(Mum, Cardiff)  
 
We learn loads! Andy’s Wild Adventures and Nina and the Neurons, I Can Cook, Show Me 
Show Me – there are so many!  
(Mum, Cardiff)  
 
For those going on the website, which was the minority for this young age, most felt that it 
was best as a gaming and fun site rather than a place to learn and find out new things.  
 

It is less about finding out about stuff and more to play games really  
(Mum, Belfast)  
 
I didn’t know there was a CBeebies website; we haven’t really gone online together yet 
(Mum, Cardiff)  
 
They want to play games on the website, they take turns and it keeps them happy but I’m 
not sure if they have learned anything?  
(Mum, London)  
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REFLECTING THE UK’S NATIONS, REGIONS AND COMMUNITIES  
 
 Relevant to them and their world and helps them feel included  

 
Parents and carers of CBeebies aged children agreed that many of the shows on 
CBeebies do this well and agreed that CBeebies is fulfilling this purpose particularly well 
for the younger age group (under 4s). Those parents/carers with slightly older children 
felt that it could do more to ensure that more programmes are targeted at them so that 
they don’t start looking elsewhere especially when they start school. When discussing this 
purpose many parents/carers talked about the show Something Special as being 
particularly good at including all types of children from all walks of life, backgrounds, 
disabilities, ethnicities etc.  
 
We all love Something Special; it’s such a great show and helps my child to understand 
that not everyone is the same  
(Mum, Cardiff)  
 
I do agree but my little boy is getting older so not all the shows work for him  
(Mum, Newcastle)  
 
Parents and carers also agreed strongly that CBeebies is doing really well at reflecting 
their children’s immediate world and this is more important than portraying the wider 
world which is much harder for young children to understand. They also appreciate that 
CBeebies represents different ethnicities within the UK and mentioned shows like 
ZingZillas and Rastamouse as good examples as well as programmes that show them 
simple things about their immediate worlds like gardening with Mr Bloom and cooking with 
Katy from I Can Cook.  
 
Yes there is much more of a mix within CBeebies. Everyone is represented  
(Mum, Newcastle)  
 
I think that’s really important, especially here, you never see or meet anyone from another 
country, so it’s important they experience different cultures because there are so few 
people from different countries or cultures  
(Mum, Cheltenham)  
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BRINGING THE UK TO THE WORLD AND THE WORLD TO THE UK  
 
Most parents strongly agreed that this is something that CBeebies is doing and that it 
does it well and believe that it is important for their young children to see and learn about 
other cultures and societies.  
 
CBeebies is perceived to be the only, if not the only preschool channel to do this and again 
it is something they really appreciate about the channel. Many mention the diverse 
ethnicities represented in CBeebies shows and that different cultures are also 
represented in shows like ZingZillas and I Can Cook. Parents want their children to see 
and learn about other cultures and they know when they watch CBeebies with its range 
and variety of types of shows that this will happen. It also helps parents in ensuring that 
they are aware of the diversity within their own worlds and the world around them. This is 
particularly appreciated by those parents who live in areas within the UK that has less 
diversity. However for the parents of children who are aged under 3, many don’t feel that 
it is crucial to learn too much about other cultures especially as they are only just learning 
about their immediate worlds and environment. Some felt that finding out about other 
countries and customs can sometimes go straight ‘over their heads’ and felt that for this 
younger age group it should be more about the cultures and the diversity within their 
town, street or possibly the UK rather than the big wide world!  
 
It’s good that they do this – Chinese New Year and teaching about other religions and their 
celebrations  
(Mum, Belfast)  
 
My younger kids don’t notice black kids on the telly, and like Cerrie with her one arm, I 
love that it all feels totally normal and that there’s a good and wide variety on CBeebies  
(Mum, Cardiff)  
 
Older kids might remember it but my son has just turned 2. He may be understanding but 
he can’t tell me! It is important it’s there but not sure if they’re picking it up yet  
(Mum, Cardiff)  
 
On Big Cook Little Cook they go to different places – different things to cook from different 
places  
(Mum, London)  
 
EMERGING COMMUNICATIONS 
 

 Getting the most out of technology  
 
Whilst most parents expect CBeebies to move with the times and keep up with emerging 
technology they also say they want the channel to maintain its simplicity. The CBeebies 
audience is at the beginning of their technology journeys and many parents actively want 
to delay this journey as long as they can. Parents don’t encourage more screen time for 
their young children and wouldn’t want CBeebies to encourage this in any way. They feel 
that anything within the fast moving technology world needs to be simple and easy for 
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both parents and their children to use. Tablets and smartphones are on the increase and 
many young children have regular access to them. Any new apps developed with their 
children in mind are welcomed as long as they can work out what to do almost 
immediately.  
 

I wouldn’t say they’re behind the times but then you wouldn’t want them to be too far 
ahead because it would stop all the innocence and cuteness  
(Mum, London)  
 

I like the way you can access it – tablet, mobiles etc and interacting with shows and games 
on the website, they show technology in the shows too, even Mr Tumble has an iPad!  
(Mum, Cheltenham)  
 

Many parents have used iPlayer with their children to watch CBeebies, they watch when 
eating meals, even when walking around sometimes, they see it as a great way for them to 
watch their favourite programmes whenever they want to.  
 
There was very little awareness of the Red Button when asked about it. Few knew that 
much about it and those that are aware have not really pressed it that much as it takes 
them away from the TV show.  
 

We only really use the iPlayer  
(Mum, Belfast)  
 

I have used the website but not the red button or radio 
(Mum, London)  
 

We are watching it on different devices. Mainly using iPlayer to watch shows and 
sometimes playing games via the website on the laptop  
(Mum, Cheltenham)  
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5. CBBC  
 
5.1 The developmental journey of children aged 6 to 12 years  
 
The years from 6 to 12 sees the evolution of ‘kids’ to pre-teens (tweens) on the verge of 
adolescence, and as they go through these years they gradually become more and more 
independent and most start to establish their own sense of identity. At around the age of 
7, they enter what many call the ‘Golden Years’ of childhood - a time of relative calm 
where they can look after themselves and just enjoy being a child before the turbulence of 
the teenage years kicks in and things don’t often run as smoothly!  
 
In the next section, we’ll look at each of these years individually and briefly look at what 
the children are like, what they are going through and what’s important to them. (This 
information comes from this piece of research as well as the on-going research that 
Sherbert Research conducts with children of this age).  
 
5.1.1 A brief look at the six age groups  
 
Six to seven year olds (Year 2 at school)  
This is the first year that school becomes a bit more serious (many are tested at the end of 
the year – Key Stage 1) and most if not all of the play has now been removed from the 
classroom. Many can read independently but still require help to make sense of much of 
what they read. At this age many start to question authority and can be quite 
argumentative but ultimately they still love being around their parents and feel a sense of 
security and safety when they are.  
 
Seven to eight year olds (Year 3 at school)  
By now they have been in school for more than three years and their friendships are 
becoming stronger. They have boundless energy and a certain confidence when speaking 
to each other as well as adults, but in turn this energy can often mean they get bored 
easily! They love to collect and can be quietly obsessive (especially the girls) about 
having/wanting a pet of some sort for example.  
 
Eight to nine year olds (Year 4 at school)  
By the age of 8, children are more dextrous and it is an age where many start to take up 
lots of new and different out of school hobbies/activities. Their thinking is becoming more 
logical and they can deal more readily with more abstract ideas. They love to share facts 
(especially the boys) and will spend hours fuelling their need to fact-find! It is the first year 
for many that they really begin to look ahead and start to wonder what being without 
parents/adults is like – the idea of independence begins to appeal.  
 
Nine to ten year olds (Year 5 at school)  
This is a big year as they hit DOUBLE DIGITS! And for many they get their first taste of 
independence (depending on where they live and their parents). They really begin to move 
away from kiddie stuff in their public worlds but privately will probably not ‘let go’ of them 
for another year or so.  
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Ten to eleven year olds (Year 6 at school – the last year)  
This is their final year at Primary school and they love being the big fish in a small pond! It 
is generally a confident age – the last year for many before puberty can kick in and they 
love to show off. Most have established strong friendship groups – many begin to worry 
about what will happen when/if they get split up next year. Adults and parents in their lives 
are often telling them to ‘grow up’ as they will soon be on the move to secondary school.  
 
Eleven to twelve years (Year 7 at school)  
Their secondary school journey begins and life changes quite significantly for many. They 
start to become more image conscious with this new found freedom that they 
automatically get on the day they start their new school. For many it is the beginnings of 
the turbulent time of the teenage years.  
 
We can group these ages above into three groups:  
 

Littlies – 6 to 8s (Year 2 to Year 3) 
Inbetweenies – 8 to 10s (Year 4 to Year 5)  
Tweens – 10 to 12s (Year 6 to Year 7)  

 

5.2 A look at their current media habits2  
 

5.2.1 Websites  
The ‘Littlies’ still aren’t going online regularly (unless they have older siblings in which 
case it might be more regular) and tend to go online two to three times a week. At this age 
their computer skills are getting better and they can work independently but it isn’t 
usually until they end of this age that most are competent readers so they can often get 
themselves into a problem and need adult help occasionally. Their parents tend to monitor 
all sites they visit and they tend to go online to play games; for the girls it is often about 
nurturing and dressing up games and for the boys it’s usually competitive action and 
adventure type games.  
 
Their current favourite sites include: CBeebies and CBBC, Moshi Monsters and Club 
Penguin, Friv, Miniclip and Mathletics.  
 
As they get older the “inbetweenies” and “Tweens” tend to go online more regularly due to 
school homework, so they could be going on the computer or laptop daily. Their 
repertoire of sites also increases and from around the age of 10 particularly for girls, they 
will start going on social networking sites such as Facebook and Twitter – even though 
they know they’re not supposed to. Their increased literacy means that they enjoy 
‘surfing’ the net more and tend to go to Google before any other site even if they know the 
name. YouTube is popular and is used to watch funny clips, music, and even TV shows.  
 

                                                 

 
2
 TV is covered in section 5.3 
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Other popular websites at the time of the research included Disney Superbia and BBC 
iPlayer.  
 
5.2.2  Gaming  
The “Littlies” are still enjoying handheld devices such as Nintendo DSi and 3DS; many 
have had them since they were 3 or 4 years old. They are still enjoying playing any or all of 
the Mario collection, both on their handheld devices and the family favourite the Nintendo 
Wii. As they get older particularly for boys, gaming becomes more of a priority and they 
are the ones who can often get ‘obsessive’ about playing as much as they can, on the 
games consoles they want and with the games everyone is playing!  
 
Most boys from about 8 years old aspire to have Xbox live (and many have one, especially 
if they have older brothers) and to play on the popular more adult games such as Call Of 
Duty and Halo. The girls who have games consoles are less enthusiastic but do enjoy 
singing and dancing games such as Wii Party and Just Dance.  
 
5.2.3 Apps  
Most children of this age want an iPhone or an iPad or an iTouch; many have one (from 
around 8 years old) and if they don’t have one, they will probably have regular access to 
one of them.  
  
Apps are becoming increasingly popular and there are lots of different ones they all talk 
about, including: Temple Run, Angry Birds, Where’s My Water, Cut the Rope.  
At the age of 11, when they start secondary school, most if not all are now getting their 
first smartphone. The HTC, iPhone and Blackberry are currently the most popular.  

 
5.3 A detailed look at TV (by age)  
 
Kids love TV as much as they ever did but it does now face a huge amount of competition 
from other technologies, many of which they can now watch TV on. TV is loved as it gives 
them a chance to ‘wind-down’ and ‘chill’ after a long and busy day at school, and what 
they love the most is that it requires very little from them; they don’t have to think too hard 
when watching and the best shows are often the ones that bring a smile to their face or 
make them laugh.  
However, what they watch and how they watch can depend on their age, gender and 
whether or not they have siblings as well as the type of TV platform they have (Freeview, 
Sky/Cable).  
 
5.3.1 TV and the 6 to 8s (Littlies)  
On the whole, this age group engage in the more ‘kiddie centric’ shows. The boys 
particularly love animated content where it is fast paced, with quirky storylines and 
anything with a bit of toilet humour always goes down well! Girls this age often say that 
they aren’t that into cartoons publically but aren’t yet ready to leave them behind in 
private. However, they do start to prefer live action shows as well as still enjoying shows 
based in fantasy with a real life ‘twist’ – shows such as Wizards of Waverly Place – where 
the main character is a wizard as is her whole family (played by Selena Gomez) - was 
mentioned as was Dog with a Blog (where the dog talks). They’re still quite young and can 
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struggle to concentrate for long periods of time so shows that are quick and snappy often 
go down best especially for the boys. Shows that are about a subject they know little to 
nothing about or are perceived as complex or multi layered can struggle to hold their 
attention and they feel that they have to work too hard. If this is the case, they will switch 
off or over. On the whole they prefer any humour to be slapstick, silly and visual – they 
don’t quite get irony yet! 
 
I don’t do anything else when I watch TV, except eat chocolate  
(Girl, 7 Newcastle)  
 
I don’t mind cartoons but I prefer real people, I like things that scare me a little bit too  
(Girl 7, Newcastle)  
 
Life without TV would be so boring  
(Boy 6, London)  
 
I like TV with crazy violence like on Cartoon Network  
(Boy 6, London)  
 
5.3.2 TV and the 8 to 10s (Inbetweenies) 
This age group tend to alternate between watching ‘kiddie’ programmes and those with 
slightly more grown up themes. On the whole they do prefer live action content over 
animation although some boys still prefer to stay with cartoons. However, they are 
beginning to enjoy more complex storylines, with girls in particular enjoying shows that 
centre around emotional issues like sibling rivalry, friendship fallouts, light romance etc. 
For the boys, their enjoyment of programmes is centred around real competition, sports 
related themes and people pushing themselves to the limit. They enjoy it when TV reveals 
a sneak peek into the tween world, (not the teen world!) as they like to know what is 
coming next but aren’t necessarily ready for too much information or detail. They enjoy 
seeing characters going through what they are going through or might be in the future but 
don’t tend to want to see too much detail yet around puberty for example.  
  
TV also plays a role for this age group in supporting their ‘thirst’ for fact-finding, 
(especially the boys) however, most want to build up their knowledge in a fun and relaxed 
way.  
 
I like TV that is not too old and not too babyish, but definitely no swearing  
(Girl 10, London)  
 
TV has to be funny, real life and a bit intelligent  
(Girl 10, London)  
 
I’m allowed to watch TV for 3 hours a day, that’s the limit  
(Boy 9, Belfast)  

 
Without TV it would be boring, I suppose I could play on my Xbox with my friends but I’d 
still need a TV!  
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(Boy, 9, Belfast)  
 
 
5.3.3 TV and the 10 to 12s (Tweens)  
For this age group, real life content is a must and they enjoy watching shows that reflect 
their own lives. Many are also now watching, with permission rather than sneakily, 
programmes aimed at adults as they are awake much later at night and are watching in 
their own rooms or on laptops.  
 
I’ve even watched secretly Embarrassing Bodies in my room when I’m supposed to be 
asleep  
(Girl 11, Glasgow)  
 
Two of my favourite shows are Made in Chelsea and TOWIE! I watch them in bed  
(Girl 11, Glasgow)  
 
By the age of 12, many are on the ‘cusp’ of leaving children’s TV completely (especially 
the girls), although they may hang onto one or two of their real favourites for a couple of 
more years. For the older girls, they particularly like and enjoy shows that give them an 
insight or glimpse into the dramatic lifestyles of the rich and possibly famous too! They say 
they love to be shocked. It is also an age where programmes no longer need to have a 
happy ending as they are more aware of what the real world is like!  
 
Boys of this age continue to love shows that have a competitive edge to them and often 
anything to do with sport.  
 
I like watching Keeping up with the Kardashians – it’s just really interesting to know what 
other people’s lives are like  
(Girl 12, Glasgow)  
 
I love seeing the lifestyles of really famous celebrities when they do crazy stuff  
(Girl 12, Glasgow)  
 
I love shows with competition or anything sports related  
(Boy 10, Cardiff)  
 
I like seeing people compete for stuff and break records, like the ultimate sports day  
(Boy 10, Cardiff)  
 
Some of their favourite current TV shows at the time of research included Saturday night 
family TV (Britain’s Got Talent /X Factor) as well as shows which are aimed at adults which 
are aspirational shows for many. Reality TV, and soaps came top for many (girls 
especially) as well as more adult cartoons for the boys and sports TV shows and channels. 
It is clear therefore to see how hard a task it is for any one channel to try to entertain all 
children within this age range as well as both genders.  
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5.3.4 How they watch TV  
Whilst most 6-12 year olds watch TV within any spare time they have, older tweens tend to 
say they are busier and therefore watch more TV late at night once they have finished 
everything else! (Homework, gaming etc.) 
 
Before school  
In the mornings, most children need to get ready for school before the TV goes on. They 
may watch whilst having their breakfast but often what they are watching is more 
background noise than anything else. Those with younger siblings are often made to 
watch CBeebies or a preschool channel to keep them quiet! Whatever they choose or are 
made to watch it doesn’t really get their undivided attention.  
 
After school  
This tends to be the main viewing occasion for the under 10s and the time when they tend 
to have control of the remote. Parents are happy to let them control the television at this 
time as long as they stay within the kids section/channels. It is seen as ‘their time’ and is 
particularly liked by the “Littlies” as they often get to choose with total independence.  
 
Weekday nights  
Depending on the age of the child and what time they go to bed many do try to grab a few 
minutes with one or both of their parents to watch TV together before they go to bed. This 
is seen as a good time to have a quick cuddle and to catch up after a busy day. They tend 
to either watch one of the soaps, if mum/dad are into them or parents will chose one of the 
kids shows they actually enjoy too, such as Deadly 60 or Good Luck Charlie.  
 
Weekend daytime  
Weekends are often an incredibly busy time with activities, play-dates, family shopping 
trips and outings, homework etc so television viewing is snatched whenever possible 
throughout the day and if parents are busy then it’s the children who get to choose.  
 
Saturday night 
This is often a time for everyone in the family to sit down together and watch something 
that everyone likes. Saturday night television shows such as BGT (Britain’s Got Talent). 
The Voice and X Factor are becoming increasingly popular and chances are they will 
watch this and make an event out of it – with snacks and takeaway and everyone getting 
involved. It is a time to ‘snuggle’ and sit together usually without any squabbles. This 
starts at around 6/7 years old depending on whether they have older siblings or not, some 
try to stay up but fall asleep half way through and watch if they can the next day on catch-
up or if they have series-linked it.  
 
Late evening (post 9pm)  
It would seem that from about 10/11 years of age, many are watching television quite late 
at night after they have finished all their homework, social networked, played on their 
games consoles etc. Many Tweens claimed to be watching TV after the 9pm watershed 
either in the bedroom on their own television or via a laptop/iPad. Television helps them to 
switch off finally before bed and they end up often watching past 11pm. They will tend to 
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watch programmes that they have recorded or watch “Catch up TV” rather than what is on 
live.  
 
For all children, no matter their age, they primarily turn on the television to watch their 
favourite programmes – they tend to know what’s on as they often watch at the same time 
every day, they do not tend to do very much research if any before they switch on, they 
are never that far away from one of their favourite shows – either as it is likely to be on, or 
they can watch it on demand, or via series-link or on a laptop.  
 
How they choose what to watch  
Those children under the age of 8 tend to search by programme rather than the channel 
and they know the numbers of their favourites off by heart – many know the number and 
have little or no idea what the channel is actually called. 
  
Around the age of 9, children start to know more about the actual channel as well as the 
programme and tend to have ‘go to channels’ when they switch on.  
 
However, it is the programmes that are the driving force and not the channels no matter 
what age they are. It would seem that there is little to no “appointment to view” television 
anymore other than the big Saturday night TV shows.  
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5.4 A detailed look at CBBC  
 
5.4.1 Overall thoughts on the channel  
CBBC is a channel that most of the kids viewed positively even if older girls feel that they 
were beginning to grow out of it. Many children, especially those in Freeview homes, 
spontaneously recognised that the channel has a variety of shows, many of which can’t be 
found on other children’s channels which they said makes CBBC standout from the 
competition.  
 
Within all the groups they used the following words to describe how they feel about the 
channel:  
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5.4.2 CBBC’s flagship shows  
CBBC has some flagship shows that most of the children we spoke to were aware of and 
many of them had watched some if not all of them regularly. The top 5 well-known shows 
which were mentioned were: Deadly 60, Dani’s; Castle/House, Tracy Beaker, The 
Dumping Ground and Horrible Histories (8+).  
 
But as all children are different, CBBC does fulfil different needs depending on a number 
of factors:  
 

1. Their age and gender  
2. Whether they have Freeview or Sky/Cable  

 
5.4.3 Influence of age and gender – what they want from CBBC  
 
CBBC and boys aged 6 to 8 
These boys connect to the lighter side of the brand and enjoy anything that gives them 
short bursts of entertainment, anything that they don’t need to work too hard at. The 
television content that makes them laugh, feels a bit silly and random is cutting through 
and the programmes they mention as being some of their favourites include Deadly 60 and 
Deadly Art. Both of these programmes deliver information in the way that they like and 
expect i.e. in short bursts. They are also highly visual which helps to hold their attention. 
Some of the children had also been on the website as well and mention that the games are 
great to play.  
 
Whilst shows like these are doing well there was a feeling that CBBC doesn’t have enough 
cartoons that they like on the channel. The ones they have are okay (Shaun the Sheep, 
Arthur, Scooby Doo) but they’re not their real favourites and if they are they can watch 
them elsewhere as well. Also some of the shows like Horrible Histories and Blue Peter 
whilst they know them well aren’t the ones they watch yet as they are a little too complex 
for them and deal with subjects they aren’t yet into or feel are relevant to them.  
 
I nearly watch CBBC every day, in the mornings and afternoons – every single day  
(Boy, 7 London)  
 

Because on Walk on the Wild Side where the animals talk and fart and that’s funny 
(Boy 7, London)  
 

Some of the facts on Deadly 60 are quite funny to me  
(Boy, 7 London)  
 

It would be good if they had some better cartoons on, not just Arthur, which is a bit 
babyish for our age 
(Boy, 7 London)  
 
CBBC and girls aged 6 to 8  
Whilst this age group of girls still like watching fantasy they are starting to connect more 
with real life and they enjoy dramas and adventure programmes that help them to feel 
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more ‘grown up’ and which makes them feel that they are moving away from anything 
babyish.  
 
They begin to connect to the more emotional elements of television programmes but they 
are still young and ideally do not want to be exposed to anything too grown up or 
inappropriate or at least their parents don’t want this! Girls in this research were enjoying 
watching Wolfblood as it is a show that they feel is full of adventure but is pitched at the 
right level for their age group, a bit like Twilight bur less scary and more suitable for them. 
The show delivers themes that they are interested in knowing about but in a safe and 
relevant way. There are an abundance of other shows on CBBC that work well for girls 
this age including Tracy Beaker, Dani’s House and The Dumping Ground which all feel 
aspirational as the characters are older than them and going through tween issues, but 
only touch on the emotional more grown up ones without going into too much detail.  
 
We all like Wolfblood it is a little bit scary but not too much for our age!  
(Girl 8, Newcastle)  
 
It’s a little bit sad because Tracy Beaker and The Dumping Ground story can be upsetting  
(Girl, 8 Newcastle) 
 
I couldn’t live without it (CBBC), it’s funny, and has some really good programmes  
(Girl 8, Newcastle)  
 

Funny, exciting, a little bit scary. Scooby Doo is really good because it has monsters and 
then at the end you get to see who the monster is and who is dressed up  
(Girl 8, Newcastle)  
 

CBBC and boys aged 8 to 10  
Boys this age are lovers of facts and are often on the lookout for new weird and wonderful 
facts to find. They also love anything related to sport as well as gross and funny humour. 
When they switch onto CBBC they tend to watch shows like Deadly 60 which is full of facts 
and also Horrible Histories that is regarded as gross at times but also sits well alongside 
what they are learning at school. They also look to Newsround when they want to find out 
more about certain stories in the news. Whilst there are some popular shows that they do 
watch regularly, there were a lot of shows that many of them didn’t know well but they 
weren’t necessarily looking out for new shows. They felt that there wasn’t enough 
animation on CBBC and felt that the channel lacked good sport/football shows as well.  
 
There would be no point if there wasn’t a range of programmes – other channels all have 
lots of the same programmes  
(Boy, 8 Belfast) 
 
If I could give CBBC one bit of advice it would be to have more funny stuff on it, boys our 
age love finny stuff  
(Boy, 8 Belfast) 
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Horrible Histories is a great show that teaches you about history in a fun kind of way and 
other people and countries  
(Boy, 8 Belfast) 
 

CBBC and girls aged 8 to 10  
These girls are similar to the younger girls although they are connecting with live action 
programming more and are craving real life scenarios and anything that reflects their 
world and prepares them for what is coming next in their lives. They also look for 
programmes that make them smile. The fact that much of the content on CBBC reflects life 
in the UK is appreciated and many of the scenarios are relevant to them so they can 
identify more easily with what is going on and the characters in the shows. For many the 
dramas which are based around children “in care” reflect ‘real’ issues that girls this age 
are intrigued by and many said that they like watching to find out as much as they can.  
 
It’s great that the programmes are British; it doesn’t feel posh or snobby.  
(Girl, 9 London)  
 
Without CBBC life would be dull, we’d be bored to death  
(Girl, 9 London) 
 
It’s good that it’s not all fake like stuff on some other channels but it can be too serious, 
there’s nothing in between the two  
(Girl, 9 London) 
 
CBBC and boys aged 10 to 12  
Similar to the boys aged 8 to 10, these slightly older boys are looking for information and 
facts when watching CBBC and they like anything they watch to be delivered in a fun way. 
They are also by this age (most of them) enthused about sport and competition and love to 
watch anything on this subject that is different to what they can watch elsewhere. They 
enjoy being shocked as well but also want what they watch to be realistic. There are good 
choices of programmes on CBBC that do meet their needs from Deadly 60 and Horrible 
Histories that are both informative, yet fun and build and extend on their knowledge. They 
talked about the programme Officially Amazing which shows extreme records that shock 
and wow them regularly and the grosser the show is the better! (One show had a woman 
with the longest fingernails which they loved!). There is a feeling from some that CBBC 
could definitely have more sport related content but they also realise that anything CBBC 
does in this area will potentially go up against what they watch on competitors such as 
Sky Sports and Sky Sports news.  
 
CBBC gives you good information which makes it feel a bit more grown up 
(Boy 10, Cardiff) 
 
We’d be a little bit dumber if we didn’t have CBBC  
(Boy, 10 Cardiff) 
 
It’s interesting and funny. It teaches you about loads of different things and I think you’ll 
remember it when you are older, especially the stuff on animals  
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(Boy, 10 Cardiff) 
 
Be good if they had more football and sports stuff as I’m sure I’d watch it more then  
(Boy, 10 Cardiff)  
 
CBBC and girls aged 10 to 12 
By this age girls have moved away from animation and only really like/enjoy live action and 
drama. Whilst they haven’t quite moved away from all things ‘for kids’ they tend to watch 
old-time favourites such as Tracy Beaker. They have grown up with her (and Dani Harmer) 
and still enjoy watching repeats when they feel like it, however many do feel that they are 
almost ready to move on from her in the not too distant future. They say that watching 
these old shows makes them feel like a kid again which is important when they can feel 
like they are being ‘pushed’ into acting more grown up (with increased pressure from 
school, home etc). But for many the content on CBBC, although only watched 
occasionally, doesn’t really push the boundaries for them anymore - they are looking for 
more. They want detailed information on celebrity lifestyles and the grown up world but 
they also appreciate and understand that this probably isn’t within the remit of CBBC. 
Some girls this age expect a certain authenticity in what they watch, for example, if 
they’re interested in vampires they’ll probably watch Twilight not what they think is a kid’s 
version of it.  
 
I still like to catch up on Tracy Beaker she does seem to be in everything on CBBC  
(Girl 11, Glasgow)  
 
The best thing about CBBC is that it is British; it has some nice dramas too  
(Girl 11, Glasgow)  
 
Tweens watching BBC and CBBC on demand  
As many tweens will have their own laptop, gaming console or will have access to a tablet, 
they are watching a lot of TV on-demand and cite BBC iPlayer as one of the main channels 
they watch regularly.  
They say that it is easy to watch their favourite CBBC shows as and when they want to, 
unlike many other children’s channels which don’t currently have catch up TV as far as 
they are aware. 
 
I watch CBBC on the iPlayer through my Playstation. I don’t watch it that often live  
(Boy 10, Cardiff)  
 

I prefer to watch later on in the evening because I don’t get disturbed or told to do 
homework and can properly switch off  
(Girl 12, Glasgow)  
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5.4.4 Freeview versus Sky/Cable  
 

Sky/Cable 
Those who have Sky or Cable feel that they have so much more competing for their 
attention and they never really struggle to find something they like to watch. Whether they 
are watching live, on demand or through recordings they are never more than one or two 
presses away from a favourite show. For these viewers many of the CBBC programmes 
are missed altogether. They tend to watch the flagship programmes mentioned earlier and 
whilst there is some awareness that there are many other programmes on the channel 
they do not look for them. They tend to stick with the ones they know and enjoy and 
therefore new programmes rarely get a look in (unless a trailer catches their attention or 
friends at school through word of mouth can get them to give a new show a go).  
 
So many of these shows I have never heard of as I don’t flick that much looking for shows I 
haven’t heard of  
(Boy 8, Belfast)  
 
Freeview  
In Freeview-only homes, it is a different story as there is less competition and CBBC is 
their main children’s channel. These are the children who know most if not all the 
programmes which are on the channel and they are by far the most positive about what 
CBBC as a channel has to offer. They are CBBC’s ambassadors and they are the children 
who definitely know how to ‘sell it’ to others!  
 
CBBC is my main channel as I don’t have all the others as I only have Freeview, so it has to 
be my favourite but it is the best I think anyway!  
(Boy 8, Belfast)  
 
Not surprisingly, it is a harder task for CBBC to fulfil its public service remit with those 
who have Sky or Cable as these children are potentially missing many of the programmes 
that deliver many of the core values of the brand.  
 
5.4.5 The CBBC website 
The CBBC website is a well-known site that many, if not all the children, in our sample, had 
visited. Although, it did not tend to come up spontaneously when talking about CBBC, they 
knew quite a bit about it. It is a site predominantly used by the children aged 6 to 10 years 
and for most, if not all, it’s all about the games! Older children aged 10 and over, are 
starting to become more involved with social networking and tend to go online for this or 
to do homework rather than game play. For those who do go onto the CBBC website, it is 
primarily being used as a gaming site and few think of it as a site to find out information or 
news. It is often the chosen site for free time or computer time in schools.  
 
We are allowed on CBBC at school when it is rainy play to play games  
(Boy 8, Belfast)  
 
Our teachers let us play on CBBC when we go in the computers for fun  
(Girl 7, Newcastle)   
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5.5 Reaction to the public purposes  
 
5.5.1 Overview  

 
As with CBeebies, although this time with children aged 6-12, the 5 public purposes were 
discussed. The statements were tweaked so that they were more child-friendly. (See 
appendix).  

 
Overall CBBC is doing well in fulfilling its public purposes for most children aged 6 to 12s – 
especially for those aged 7 to 10 and even more so for those who live in Freeview-only 
homes. As already discussed, this is probably because they know all of the shows on the 
channel better and have more overall knowledge of the channel.  
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STIMULATING CREATIVITY AND CULTURAL EXCELLENCE 
 

 Variety and a good range across genres  
 
For the majority of children, we talked to, most and particularly those from Freeview-only 
homes agreed that the variety of programmes within CBBC is very good and that they 
have lots of different types of shows on the channel. They also felt that this was across all 
genres from drama to comedy and animation. However, there were some areas that they 
felt were performing better than others not surprisingly and this depended primarily on 
age and gender. For example, the younger boys as mentioned earlier, did feel that CBBC 
lacked a really good cartoon programme which was aimed at them. They felt that CBBC 
could probably benefit from a cartoon that was fast paced, a bit darker and with humour 
and an element of grossness thrown in.  
 
There are lots of different types of shows – drama, comedy, facts  
(Boy, 8 Belfast) 
 
There aren’t a lot of cartoons on CBBC. Arthur is an average cartoon  
(Boy, 7 London) 
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There’s a real variety of shows on CBBC – funny, comedy, sporty.  
(Girl, 9 London) 
 
Many children that we talked to also recognised that there are programmes on CBBC that 
have the potential to make them go off and create, make or do something after watching 
and some had actually done so. One girl had written a presentation to Blue Peter in the 
hope of getting a Blue Peter badge; some had explored wildlife in their gardens after 
watching Deadly 60 and one boy had even made a fake poo! Many said they had often 
thought about doing something after watching but hadn’t actually got around to doing it, 
or didn’t have the right equipment needed, but at least they’d thought about it.  
 
I made an Olympics PowerPoint presentation and I got a Blue Peter badge!  
(Girl 9, London)  
 
From Deadly Art, I made a small octopus thing – it’s really cool  
(Boy 10, Cardiff)  
 
I once made a fake poo after watching a show on CBBC  
(Boy 8, Belfast)  
 

 Does it feel British? 
 
Most if not all the children we talked to knew and recognised that CBBC comes from the 
UK and that most of the programmes are made here too. This was especially important to 
the older girls who felt that the programming was ‘a nice change’ from all the American 
programmes on the other main kids’ channels. They said that these channels tended to 
glamorise being a teen/kid and growing up rather than how it really is (an attitude often 
reflected by many parents in the UK as well). However, some children outside of England 
did feel that perhaps there is not enough content on CBBC that represents their specific 
nation and felt that it could probably be decentralised a bit more. Younger kids in the 
sample had less of an opinion on this and were not so concerned that the shows did not 
come from their country.  
 
I like that they’re made here, more real shows not like all the American ones  
(Girl 9, London)  
 
They could do with a drama not just based in London  
(Girl 12, Glasgow)  
 
It is, but more UK than Northern Ireland, I don’t think there are any shows from here are 
there?  
(Boy 9, Belfast)  
 
Yes that’s true, others are made in other places like America and I do sometimes prefer 
them as they are cool cartoons  
(Boy 7, London)  
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 Animated content  
 
Whilst there are some good cartoons shown on CBBC like Shaun the Sheep (liked by some 
but not all), Arthur and Scooby Doo (popular with the under 9s) there is an overall feeling 
that CBBC lacks the type of animation that they love and crave; cartoons that are fast 
paced, action packed and funny, and possibly a little anarchic. These younger boys would 
like to see more and often look elsewhere if they can to get their ‘fix’. For the older kids 
actually having less though is seen as a positive as they have moved away from animation 
and into real life programmes and therefore fewer cartoons/animation means the channel 
feels more age appropriate for them.  
 
It has Scooby Doo and the cartoons in Tracy Beaker. So I’d say there was enough for me 
(Girl 7, Newcastle) 
 
I’d like more cartoons on CBBC, there are only about 2  
(Boy 8, Belfast) 
 
There’s not that many cartoons but I guess that doesn’t matter  
(Boy 10, Cardiff) 
 
The cartoons aren’t that good. They need more cartoons like Johnny Test, Ben 10, 
Gumball basically the violent, silly shows we love  
(Boy 6, London) 
 
PROMOTING EDUCATION AND LEARNING  
 

 Making learning fun  
 
Whilst ‘learning’ is not the fundamental reason for switching onto CBBC, most kids in this 
sample agreed that watching many of the programmes on CBBC improves their 
knowledge and this sets it apart from most if not all of the other children’s channels. They 
talked about programmes like Newsround, Horrible Histories and Deadly 60 in particular 
as ones that increase their knowledge and they often find out new things when watching 
them especially for the first time. Most felt that information is delivered in a fun way and 
that finding out new interesting facts and information makes it different to the other 
channels, which they felt tend to focus on entertainment.  
 
It’s not just silly children’s programmes; you do actually learn stuff  
(Girl, 9)  
 
On Horrible Histories you learn about long time ago stuff, about The Vikings and about 
how they chopped off people’s heads and died and stuff  
(Boy, 9 Belfast)  
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 Promoting education and learning in school  
 

Whilst most of the children recognised that CBBC is a place to find out things and gain 
knowledge, facts and information which are often related to what they are learning at 
school, most were unable to recall a time where it has directly helped them with their work 
either at home or at school. However, this wasn’t seen as a negative as they don’t really 
want to associate the channel with active learning, which is what they require for any 
school work. They don’t want to see CBBC in this way as watching or playing is a form of 
entertainment and any learning is a bonus and they don’t really want it to be linked to 
school.  
 
Operation Ouch is good for learning about the body  
(Boy 8, Belfast) 
 
Horrible Histories has helped me remember facts but I’ve never applied it directly to my 
homework  
(Boy 11, Cardiff) 
 
No we learn in school not from watching CBBC on TV really  
(Boy, 6, London)  
 
REFLECTING THE UK’S NATIONS, REGIONS AND COMMUNITIES  
 
 Relevant to where they live and their communities and their worlds  

 
Most children we spoke to in this sample felt like CBBC is aimed at them and their age 
group and that CBBC is doing this really well through the number of great shows they 
currently have.  
However the way that family life is portrayed on CBBC isn’t something that most in this 
sample could always relate to. This is very much driven by the top of mind shows like 
Tracy Beaker and Dumping Ground which show the ‘atypical’ side of family life – that of 
children in care rather than the more traditional families. Whilst this is seen to be a 
positive by most in that it teaches them about diversity and reflects some of the minority 
lifestyle within the UK, it also can feel a little depressing and sad which in turn can put 
children off and given the choice they say they’d like to see just a bit more fun going on – 
they would like the chance to see the lighter side of family life in the UK being reflected not 
just the doom and gloom.  
 
You’ve got Dumping Ground but it’s not exactly my family  
(Boy, 10 Cardiff)  
 
I don’t really feel like the families are like mine. They are all from London and are kind of 
tough families  
(Boy, 10 Cardiff) 
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All the children are in care and just living a normal life. It would be nice to see families like 
us, not really poor or really rich  
(Girl 10, London) 
 
Some of the kids in the sample could relate to one or two characters in certain shows such 
as aspiring to be like Steve Backshall because of his shared love of animals, or relating to 
the sibling rivalry in Arthur or misbehaving like Tracy Beaker but many felt that the 
lifestyles of many of the kids in the programmes were less relatable to them and their 
lives. For them whilst seeing kids growing up in foster care are interesting to watch and 
creates a certain amount of drama, it doesn’t always reflect the lighter side of being a kid 
and growing up in the UK. Programmes such as My Story do this in a more light hearted 
way but there were not many children in the sample who had heard of this, let alone 
watched it. Many felt that shows like this needed better promotion as they might make an 
effort to watch. 
 
There’s a character in the Dumping Ground that is just like me  
(Girl 7, Newcastle) 
 
It’s more English and about London, it doesn’t relate to me  
(Girl 11, Glasgow) 
 
No, it’s all about children in care and not about just normal life, be nice to have 'normal' 
girls stuff too  
(Girl 10, London)  
 
BRINGING THE UK TO THE WORLD AND THE WORLD TO THE UK  
 
Most of the kids in this sample agreed that CBBC does this really well and again better 
than any other kids’ channel. The more avid CBBC viewers (often those with Freeview only 
at home) who are watching more of the shows and regularly watching programmes such 
as Blue Peter and Newsround definitely agree the most! Younger kids are more likely to 
still be more interested and better at understanding information related to their immediate 
local worlds. Without doubt Deadly 60 is the show that delivers this but in relation to 
animals rather than other people and cultures!  
 
CBBC lets me know what’s going on in my world, especially Blue Peter and Newsround  
(Boy, 8 Belfast)  
 
I think it is the only kids’ channel that tells you what is going on in other countries  
(Boy 10, Cardiff)  
 
I like knowing what’s going on, you hear the news on the radio sometimes but you get 
more facts and you understand better when you watch Newsround  
(Boy 8, Belfast)  
 
Blue Peter and Newsround are really good at this  
(Girl 9, London)  
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Newsround lets me know what’s going on the world  
(Girl 11, Glasgow)  
 
 News 

 
Most of the children in this sample agreed that CBBC helps them to understand what is 
happening around the UK and in world news, more so on the TV channel than the website. 
Again programmes like Blue Peter and especially Newsround are the top of mind 
programmes that deliver this the best. Newsround delivers news to them in an ‘easy to 
digest’ format that can often help them to make sense of some of the more complex 
stories going on around the world currently. Although many don’t watch these shows 
regularly they are aware that they are always there for them and turn to them when they 
have the need or want to find out more. Often they are directed by their parents to watch 
them when something happens in the news that they know needs explaining to them in a 
way that they can’t. Some parents even mentioned that their children had shared 
information with them after watching Newsround, and that what it does best is to bring the 
news to them simply and with appropriate language and footage.  
 
Yes yes yes! Because on Newsround they say this has happened and this has happened  
(Boy 6, London)  
 
Newsround is really simple. It feels like an intro to the news  
(Boy 10, Cardiff)  
 
Newsround makes sense more. Adult news talk too fast  
(Boy 9, Belfast)  
 
EMERGING COMMUNICATIONS  
 

 Getting the most out of technology  
 
Agreement on performance depended on the age of the children and what technology 
they own or have regular access to. It felt that this was something older children aged 10 
and over were doing more regularly as many of them have their own tablet or laptop so 
they are using them far more regularly than many of the younger kids. Older kids like to 
watch in the comfort of their own rooms so if they don’t have a TV watching via their tablet 
before bed is something they love to do. Most, if not all were aware of BBC iPlayer and 
know that is a great way to catch up on shows if they have missed them or want to watch 
them again especially those who have Freeview only and don’t have recording facilities 
via their TV. There were also some watching iPlayer through their games consoles (Wii, 
Xbox).  
 
I use iPlayer to catch up on Tracy Beaker returns  
(Girl 12, Glasgow)  
 
I watch CBBC on iPlayer before bed all the time, in fact it’s the only time I do watch  
(Boy 10, Cardiff)  
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I sometimes watch iPlayer through the Wii  
(Boy 8 Belfast)  
 

5.6 What parents had to say about CBBC  
 

When thinking about CBBC these are the words that parents in this sample spontaneously 
came up with:  
 

British  
Real life 
Nostalgia  
Lots to watch 
Kids love it  
Educational  
It’s always been there  
Trustworthy 
Blue Peter  
Safe  
Variety  
Tracy Beaker  
 
Parents of these children tend to know less about what they are watching compared with 
when they were CBeebies aged viewers, although they do try to keep an eye on what they 
watch – if they’re in the main living room that is! As mentioned earlier many have the 
ability to watch TV on laptops and tablets or in their bedroom so a lot of what they watch 
never gets seen by parents, especially for those who are aged over 10. However most of 
the flagship shows from CBBC are known by many parents and some such as Deadly 60, 
Newsround and Blue Peter can often grab their attention so that they sit down and watch 
with their kids. CBBC is a channel that most remember fondly from when they were 
younger and as it is from the BBC, it carries with it an inherent trust that everything it 
shows will be appropriate for their children.  
 
Most also appreciate that the programming is made in the UK unlike most of the other 
channels and programmes they watch and this helps them to feel more positively towards 
CBBC. Depending on the age of their children, most felt it was a good follow-on from 
CBeebies although those with children under 7 or 8 did recognise that it is a fairly big 
jump between the two channels and felt that more could be done to either keep them with 
CBeebies for longer or something a little more light-hearted and aimed at the younger 
audience would be a benefit for CBBC.  
 
It feels like it covers things for different types of children  
(Mum, Newcastle) 
 
Tracy Beaker and Dumping Ground feel different because they aren’t just American 
rubbish  
(Mum, Glasgow) 
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CBBC is definitely an important channel, you know everything they show will be good for 
your kids 
(Mum, Belfast) 
 
I expect my daughter to learn from it and she does from Blue Peter. Plus it’s got no 
swearing. I think you expect more from CBBC as it's the BBC  
(Mum, London) 
 
There’s loads of learning programmes. From one show we learnt how to make a 
hovercraft. I actually made it with him.  
(Mum, Cardiff) 
 
I’m happy for my kids to watch it; it’s not like the American ones that use US language that 
I don’t like so much  
(Mum, Belfast) 
 
CBBC is always there, you know what’s on and you recognise the programmes like Blue 
Peter  
(Mum, Cardiff) 
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6. Appendix  
 

Public purposes statements used in the research sessions: 
CBeebies  
Stimulating creativity and cultural excellence 
We have made or done something because of something we watched on CBeebies 
There are lots of different types of programmes my kids like to watch on CBeebies e.g. funny, 
cartoons, educational 
CBeebies feels like it comes from this country (UK) 
There is a good variety of different types of programmes on CBeebies 
CBeebies has some good animated shows 
 
Promoting education and learning 
Me and my kid/s find out lots of new things when we watch CBeebies 
When we go online to CBeebies we find out lots of new things 
CBeebies teaches my kids new things like letters and numbers 
I think they use CBeebies when they are at pre-school 
I think my kids have developed emotionally and socially as a result of watching CBeebies 
 
Reflecting the UK’s nations, regions and communities 
CBeebies programmes feel like they are made for kids like mine 
CBeebies programmes are quite similar to my kids' life and our surroundings 
I feel like CBeebies thinks about kids like mine when they are designing new programmes 
CBeebies understands me, my family and our cultural background 
 
Bringing the UK to the world and the world to the UK 
My kids find out about the world when they watch CBeebies 
My kids remember interesting things about other countries or people from other countries from 
what they've seen on CBeebies 
My kids find out about other societies and cultures when they watch CBeebies 
 
Emerging communications 
In the past my kids have used the website, the red button, iPlayer, digital radio to watch or listen to 
CBeebies 
My kids watch CBeebies in different ways e.g. on the TV, on a Smartphone, on a tablet, on a laptop 
etc. 
I think CBeebies is 'moving with the times' in terms of the technology they use in their 
programming 
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CBBC  
Stimulating creativity and cultural excellence 
I've made or done something because of a programme I've watched on CBBC 
There are lots of different types of programmes I like to watch on CBBC e.g. funny ones, ones 
about the news, cartoons 
Lots of CBBC programmes are made in my country (UK) 
There are lots of different types of programmes on CBBC 
They have good cartoons on CBBC 
 
Sustaining citizenship and civil society 
CBBC is good at telling me what's going on in the news so that I understand what is happening and 
it makes sense 
CBBC lets me know what's going on in the world 
CBBC gives you the information so you can make your own mind up about how you feel 
If I want to find out about anything in the news it is good to either go to the CBBC website or turn 
on the TV and watch CBBC  

 
Promoting education and learning  
I often find out new things when I watch CBBC  
I often find out lots of new things when I am on the CBBC website  
CBBC has helped me with my school work  
We go on the CBBC website at school in lessons  
 
Reflecting the UK’s nations, regions and communities 
CBBC programmes feel like they are made for children like me 
CBBC understands me and my life similar to my life 
CBBC understands what it is like to be my age 
CBBC knows about me and my type of family - where I come from  
 
Bringing the UK to the world and the world to the UK 
I sometimes find out about the world when I watch CBBC programmes 
I can remember interesting things about other countries or people from other countries from some 
shows I've watched on CBBC 
 
Emerging communications  
I watch CBBC on an iPad, if I miss something I catch up on iPlayer on a smartphone, tablet or 
computer  
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Research Objectives 
 
CBeebies and CBBC are undergoing a regular review by the BBC Trust and 
as such require qualitative research to understand better how the two 
services are performing against both the Trust’s service licences and the 
BBC’s public purposes 
 

Overarching Aim:  
It’s the BBC Trust’s responsibility to ensure the licence fee payers get the 
most from the BBC across whatever platform or content they’re consuming, 
and that all meet performance standards 

 
Introduction to this guide: 
The aim of this discussion guide is to: 

 Suggest a flexible format  

 Ensure we cover all the issues outlined in the guide 
 
This guide has been developed in order to meet all the research objectives. Some issues 
may fall more naturally into earlier or later stages of the discussions, while others may be 
relevant throughout. The objective of this guide is to encourage a natural discussion that 
encourages respondents to share their thoughts and experiences with us in a non-
judgemental environment.  
 
The main focus is to spend an hour and a half with the kids, we will then leave them to do 
some mini tasks on camera for an additional half hour whilst we have a quick half an hour 
chat with one or more than one of their mums.  
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Moderator introduction and scene setting 
 Moderator to introduce self and explain purpose of the research 

 Explain audio recording + filming  

 Reassure about confidentiality, code of conduct 

 Outline structure for, and duration of session 
 

Introduction and warm up (10 minutes) 
 

 Everyone to introduce the person next to them and to say something that they really 
like about them 

 Then they can tell us how they all know each other and what they like doing together 

 Also anything they are currently really into (music, football, hobbies etc.) and why they 
like it so much  
 

The main aim is to make them feel comfortable to talk to us and to get everyone speaking 
early on – we also get to work out if there are any chatterboxes or quiet ones etc.  
 

Technology (20 minutes) 
 
Their current favourite… 
I’m going to list some things related to technology and I want you to tell me what you are 
into for each one. I want you to shout out together anything that comes to mind and I will 
write it down on these bits of paper… 
 

- The best TV shows  
- The best apps 
- The best websites  
- The best radio shows and shows/programmes(if they listen) 
- What other music to they listen too? How do they listen? (probe around 

technology e.g. iPod touch, MP3, Spotify etc)  
- The best games consoles + the best games to play  
- The best mobiles/tablets  
 

Hopefully it will be like a game and everyone will join in – if it is a bit quiet we can join in 
too! 
 
Then in more detail... 
 

Websites  
 What do they think of computers/laptops?  

 Who has one?  

 How often do they go online on one?  

 Where is their home computer or laptop?  

 Are there any ground rules parents have when they go online?  
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 Any other favourite sites, other than those mentioned before? 

 What makes a good website for their age? 

 What’s the best thing about a computer/laptop?  

 Could they live without one?  
 

Gaming + consoles  
 Which consoles do they have at home?  

 Do they have a favourite console? What makes it the best? 

 What are their current favourite games? How come? 

 What sort/types of games do they prefer to play on? Are there any that they’ve asked 
for but parents have said no to? How come? 

 Any rules around gaming in their house?  

 When do they ‘game’? Who with and for how long?  

 What would life be like without gaming?  
 

Apps 
 Do they have access to a smartphone or tablet? If so which one/s and how often do 

they play on them?  

 What are their current favourite Apps?  

 How do they find out about new apps?  

 Are there any Apps that the whole family use? Which ones?  

 Any rules around apps/tablets etc.? 

 When do they play on Apps?  

 What would life be like without smartphones/apps etc.?  
 

TV 
 Earlier you told us your favourite channels/programmes?  

 Did you miss any out?  

 When do they watch TV?  

 Is it different during the week, versus weekends and holidays?  

 Where are all the TVs in their house?  

 Do they watch TV on a laptop/IPad etc.?  

 Where is the best place to watch TV? Why is that?  

 Any rules around watching TV? 

 Who decides what they can/can’t watch?  

 How do they find out about new shows?  

 Who controls the remote (really!) in their house? 

 Do they ever watch TV as a family? Is this something they like? 

 Which shows do they watch together? How come? 

 What would life be like without TV?  

 Which shows (if any) do they talk about with each other?  
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Quick game... 
Think of a TV show and you have 10 questions to ask with only yes/no answers to work it 
out! Then: 
 

 What makes a good TV show? (Spontaneous, then moderator to probe around: Exciting 
stories, type of characters, humour, how they relate to it)  

 Any shows they really don’t like watching? If so why? Has that changed as they have 
got older?  
 

TV Channel Logo sort  
We will have logos of the main kids’ channels and will ask them to group them in any way 
they see fit and to explain to us what they are doing... 

 Why have they put certain channels together?  

 How do they feel about any of the channels? 

 Which are the top of mind shows for each of the channels (if needed we will have 
pictures of the shows as well to help the discussion as not everyone can remember 
which shows are with which channel) 

 If each channel had only one word to describe it what would that be?   
 
Brand party exercise  
We will definitely try to play this with all the groups (not all groups do!) it would be great to 
do a BRAND PARTY exercise, where we take the top 4 channels and pretend they come to 
life...  
 
They all go to a party – and we ask questions like: 
 

 Whose party is it? 

 Who are friends with whom? 

 How did each of them arrive?  

 Where did they buy their clothes? 

 What do they have to drink? 

 Who leaves first etc.  
 

CBBC (20 minutes)  
 

 When they see the CBBC logo what does it make them think of?  

 Do they remember when they first watched CBBC? 

 Who do they think CBBC is for? 

 What’s the best thing for them about CBBC?  

 What’s not so good about CBBC for them and their age?  

 When do they watch CBBC?  

 Do they watch it via iPlayer ever through catch up TV? 

 What would life be like for them without CBBC? Would they miss the channel if it wasn’t 
there? How come? 
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 How original do the programmes on CBBC feel compared to those on other children’s 
channels? What are the main standout shows on CBBC? How come? 

 Any shows they used to watch but don’t anymore – either because they don’t like them 
anymore or they aren’t on air?  

 How would they describe the types of shows they watch on CBBC?  
  
We will then take a closer look at the shows currently on CBBC (some of which they will 
have mentioned already above) – we will have these on cards so we can put them all out in 
front of everyone.  
 

 Are there ways they can sort all the shows? 

 How do they describe the different types of shows? Are they aware of the different 
types? (What words do they use to describe the different shows?) 

 Do they feel that there are any types of shows missing from CBBC?  
 

 Ultimately what do they think CBBC does really well? And anything they could do 
better? 

 What does watching CBBC bring to their life/TV viewing?  

 Other than watching on TV where else to do they get involved with CBBC? Have they 
been on the website, downloaded any apps – would they if they could?  

 If they have been on the website, which parts have they been on, what did they do and 
what do they think? (We will have access to the site during the groups as well and get 
them to go on it at the end possibly too when filming?)  

 When looking at the CBBC website: 
o Where do they go?  
o What do they like/dislike?  
o How do they describe the website?  
o How does it make them feel about CBBC?  
o Why do they go to the website?  
o Do they ever use the CBBC message board? If so, when, why and what do they 

think? 
 

The BBC BRAND  

 When they hear the phrase The BBC what does it make them think of?  

 What do they know about The BBC? Do they know the other channels it has other than 
CBBC? 

 Do they even know what the ‘licence fee’ is? (Be interesting to know if they do!) 

 
Public Purposes and Service Licence agreement  
(30 minutes) 
Thinking about CBBC on TV and the website as well (plus apps if they have been/seen one)  

 What do they know that CBBC offers them and their age?  

 Are they aware of the variety and types of shows it has?  

 What types of shows do they enjoy watching on CBBC?  
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o News shows  
o Drama  
o Comedy  
o Cartoons  
o Science  
o History  

 

 Do they feel that it is important that there is variety of types of show on CBBC? How 
come? 

 
We will have a number of statements about CBBC that we would like to discuss with you to 
see what you all think and to see which, if any, ‘make sense and are true for you’ and then 
look to see which programmes (that you know of) currently fit with any of the statements… 
 
So firstly let’s look at the statements one at a time and see if we can sort them by: 

 I totally agree with 

 I sort of agree with (but might adapt a bit)  

 I don’t agree with  

 I don’t understand  

 I don’t know what I think 
 

 For each statement, how important does this feel to them?  
o If time, also ask the kids to rank statements in order of most important to least 

important. Moderator to ask why they have ordered them in this way.  
 
If they mention shows we will put them next to the statements they fit best with and where 
necessary we will help them to remember shows that might just not be so top of mind. (We 
will have shows with summaries of what they are about at the back)  
Some shows will be placed with more than one of the statements but by the end of the 
exercise it will be easy to see where, if any, gaps are and we can look at why this is (is it 
that they just don’t know or is it that there is a genuine gap that needs filling  
 
Moderator to note: it is not about the programmes delivering the purposes but the 
channel. The intention is not just to have a list of programmes that deliver the purposes.  
 

Possible improvement areas for CBBC  
Having looked at CBBC (TV and Website and across the different possible platforms)… 
 

 Are they happy with what CBBC offers their age group?  

 Are there any areas they feel CBBC has and could improve in?  

 Are there any types of shows they’d like to see more of? Are there any types of shows 
missing? 

 What advice would they give the people in charge at CBBC? 

 Are they doing the best job they can? If they were in charge what would they do 
differently?  
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We will then spend half an hour with the lead child’s mum or possibly all 4 mums…whilst 
the kids are left alone to do some small tasks with the camera rolling 
 
KIDS TO BE LEFT ON THEIR OWN (with the camera filming them on a tripod)  
They will have 4 different mini tasks to do and will do as much as they can in the 
time…ideally without mucking about too much!! (Although it will be interesting in itself to 
see what they take seriously and when or why they start mucking about!)  
Each task will be in an envelope with anything they need inside… 
 

TASK ONE  
Take all the statements looked at earlier (they will be in a pile) and spend 10 minutes 
talking about the ones that you agreed with (or didn’t agree with) and discuss with each 
other using relevant CBBC shows where you can  
 

TASK TWO  
Everyone needs to go up to camera and say:  
The best thing about CBBC is… 
 
TASK THREE 
Everyone to go up to camera, one by one as above and say:  
The thing I like the least about CBBC is… 
 
TASK FOUR  
Imagine you are all in charge of CBBC for a whole day and you need to decide what shows 
to put on for kids your age… 
Agree together: What you would put on, tell us why you have chosen these shows to 
camera and then write down your schedule for us to see on the paper provided + finally – if 
you have time say to camera:  
CBBC is like no other kids channel because it… 

 
Mums half hour chat  
These are a chance to have a quick chat with mums (and dads if they are there) to see 
what their overall thoughts are on CBBC and in relation to other programmes and 
channels their kids watch  
 
TV viewing  

 Do they know what their kids watch/like on TV? (channels/programmes)  

 Do they ever watch with them?  

 Do they have any rules around TV in their house?  

 Do they ever watch anything together? 

 How important is it for them to watch ‘family-friendly’ viewing together? Which 
channels provide them with the opportunity to do this? How come? Is this something 
they value?  

 Are there any shows/channels they’d prefer their kids to watch or not to watch? 
o Why is this?  
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Internet and apps  
Again a quick chat around their kid’s usage:  

 When do they go online and on what?  

 Do they have access to smartphones/tablets?  

 Views on watching TV on either? Is this something her kids are doing and if so how 
often and what does she think about this? 

 When they do watch TV in these formats, what are the reasons for doing so? What are 
the benefits to watching in this way? Any barriers?  

 Are there certain programmes that children prefer to watch online? How come? 
 
CBBC  

 What do they know about CBBC? How does it compare to other channels her kids are 
watching?  

 Do they know anything about the shows/the schedules?  

 Do mums know what types of shows are on CBBC?  

 Is it a channel she is happy her child watches?  

 What do they think of the ‘quality’ that CBBC provides? 

 How original do the programmes on CBBC feel compared to those on other children’s’ 
channels? Which shows, particularly, feel original and/or stand out? How come?  

 What do mums expect from CBBC?  

 Which shows (if they know any) do mums know and like?  

 Any shows she is less fond of? 

 Would she miss the channel if it wasn’t there? How come? 

 What do mums know about CBBC website?  

 Does she ever go on the site with her kids? 

 Does she know if it is a site they visit? 
 
We will then spend 15 minutes looking at the statements and read them out to see if mum 
agrees, disagrees, understands etc. (as above) but much quicker than with the kids and 
we can say what the kids said a bit too, to see what she thinks 
 

 Do they know/ can they guess what proportion of their licence fee is spent on CBBC? 
(Moderator to explain proportion e.g. it costs around £4.00 as a proportion of their 
annual fee?) 

 Based on this, do they think that CBBC is value for money? How come? 

 What if anything about CBBC makes the licence fee payment worthwhile?  
 
And then to sum up:  

 Knowing what we have just looked at, do mums think CBBC is fulfilling its public 
purposes for her kids?  

 Ultimately what do mums want and expect from The BBC and CBBC for her kids  
 

Thanks and close  
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Research Objectives 
 
CBeebies and CBBC are undergoing a regular review by the BBC Trust and 
as such require qualitative research to understand better how the two 
services are performing against both the Trust’s service licences and the 
BBC’s public purposes 
 

Overarching Aim:  
It’s the BBC Trust’s responsibility to ensure the licence fee payers get the 
most from the BBC across whatever platform or content they’re consuming, 
and that all meet performance standards 

 
Introduction to this guide: 
The aim of this discussion guide is to: 

 Suggest a flexible format  

 Ensure we cover all the issues outlined in the guide 
 
This guide has been developed in order to meet all the research objectives. Some issues 
may fall more naturally into earlier or later stages of the discussions, while others may be 
relevant throughout. The objective of this guide is to encourage a natural discussion that 
encourages respondents to share their thoughts and experiences with us in a non-
judgemental environment.  
 
The coffee mornings will be a ‘little chaotic’ so whatever we don’t manage to get to will be 
followed up within the standard mums groups   
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Moderator introduction and scene setting 
 Moderator to introduce self and explain purpose of the research 

 Explain audio recording  

 Reassure about confidentiality, code of conduct 

 Outline structure for, and duration of session 
 

Introduction and warm up (10 minutes) - TOGETHER 
We will all start together in one room and allow the kids to play and chat to us when they 
are ready. Chances are they will be on their mums/dads/carers/grandparents laps at the 
beginning. Where possible we will chat to the kids but they’re little so it is likely to be with 
the help of their parent/grandparent  
 
Child: 

 What is your name and how old are you? 

 Tell me who you live with at home and then introduce me to who you are here with and 
what you like best about them?  

 Do you have a favourite animal/colour?  
 
Parents: 

 What’s the best thing about being a mum/dad/grandparent/carer of this age child, as 
well as the challenges!? 

 Tell me a bit about your child…and spending time together, what you like to do?  
 

Technology preferences (10 minutes) - TOGETHER 
When I say something to you in a minute I want you to shout out together anything that 
comes to mind and I will write it down here on these bits of paper… 
 

- The best TV shows  
- The best apps 
- The best websites  
- The best radio stations (if they listen)  
- The best games on the Wii or DSi 

 
Hopefully it will be like a game and everyone will join in – if it is a bit quiet we can join in 
too!  
 
After this it likely that the adults will need to move into another room – and the kids will 
stay with the main TV and a moderator. (See later for what they will be getting up to). 
Hopefully the kids will allow us to chat to their parents for at least an hour or so but we will 
need to be flexible here! 
 

Websites  
 Do you/your kids like going on the computer? Why / why not? 

 How often do they go on the computer? Are you with them all the time?  
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 What do they normally do when online? Tell me what happens? (e.g. who sets them up, 
is a parent always around etc) 

 We shouted out favourite websites just before any you missed out? What make them so 
good? 

 What makes a good website for kids of this age? How come?  

 What are the rules in your house when it comes to going online? 

 What do they know about the CBeebies grown-up website? Do they ever go on it, when 
and for what purpose? What do they think of it?  

 What about the CBeebies Facebook page? Have they ever been on this? How come? 
What did they think? 
 

Gaming 
 Which consoles do they have at home? (if any) 

 Do they have a favourite console? What makes it the best? 

 What are their favourite games? How come? 

 What sort of games do you prefer them to play on? Are there any that they’ve asked for 
but you have said no to? How come? 

 Any rules around gaming in your house?  

 How do they feel about their kids playing games on CBeebies? 
 

Apps 
 Do their kids have access to a smartphone or tablet? If so which one/s and how often 

do they play on them?  

 What are your current favourite Apps? How do they find out about new apps?  

 Which ones are mums/dads favourite Apps for the kids? How come? 

 Which ones are kids favourite? How come? 

 Are there any Apps that the whole family use? Which ones?  

 Which ones are they less keen for their kids to play 

 Any rules around apps/tablets etc? 
 

Radio 
 Do they ever listen to radio shows with their kids? If so, which shows? Why are these 

good to listen to together? 

 Do they ever listen to CBeebies radio/ audio- downloads with their kids? If so, when and 
what do they/ their kids think? 

 
TV and characters  
 What are the favourite channels for their preschool aged kids at the moment?  

 Favourite shows? What makes this a favourite?  
o Do you know what channel the show is on? 
o Which characters from TV shows are you/your kids favourite? How come? 

 Any TV shows/channels you don’t like as much?  

 Who decides what gets watched? Who controls the remote? 
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o If it is the parent/carer how do they decide? 

 Any rules around watching TV? 

 Who do they/their kids watch TV with?  

 How often do they watch with their kids? 

 
Role of TV (10 minutes) 
 

 When do they mostly watch TV? 

 Does this differ during weekdays/weekends? 

 What platforms do their kids watch TV on? Do they have a preference?  

 What role does TV fill in their household for them/their kids? 

 Life without TV how would they feel?  

 How do they decide what their kids watch? Is it them or their kids? 

 Who turns the TV on?  

 Who flicks the channels?  

 How much control do they have?  

 What are the main influences when choosing what they will watch?  

 How do they find out about new shows?  

 Is kid’s TV something they talk about with friends?  
 
TV Channel Logo sort  
We will have logos of the main pre-school channel and will ask them to group them in any 
way they see fit and to explain to us what they are doing... 

 Why have they put certain channels together?  

 How do they feel about any of the channels? 

 Which are the top of mind shows for each of the channels (if needed we will have 
pictures of the shows as well to help the discussion as not everyone can remember 
which shows are with which channel and often mums/dads/grandparents etc forget!)  

 
Brand party exercise  
If we have time and they want ‘to play’ (not all groups do!) it would be great to do a BRAND 
PARTY exercise, where we take the top 4 channels and pretend they come to life...  
 
They all go to a party – and we ask questions like: 
 

 Whose party is it? 

 Who are friends with whom? 

 How did each of them arrive?  

 Where did they buy their clothes? 

 What do they have to drink? 

 Who leaves first etc.  
 
(If we don’t have time we will do this within the standard mum sessions)  
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CBeebies in detail (20 minutes)  
 

 When they see the CBeebies logo what do they think of?  

 Do they remember when they/their kids first watched CBeebies? 

 What are their top of mind thoughts about the brand?  
o What age kids do they think the brand is for? 
o How does this channel/brand compare to others their kids watch 

 What would life be like for them/ their children without CBeebies? Would they miss the 
channel if it wasn’t there? How come? 

 What do they feel are the main strengths of CBeebies? 
o What do they expect from CBeebies?  
o What has been their experience of the brand over the years? How long have they 

been ‘with it’ for?  

 What about any negative associations or weaker areas 
o Have they ever experienced any negatives? 
o Who chooses to watch CBeebies in their house? Is it them or their kids or both?  

 How do they feel about the level of repeats? Do they notice? 
 

 Do their kids ever watch programmes on CBBC? If so, when did they start watching 
shows on CBBC? What do they think triggered this transition? If not, why not? 

 What about less favourite/have gone off in recent months 

 Are there any programmes they know or like that their kids don’t really like so much 

 How would they describe the types of shows they/their kids watch on CBeebies?  

 How original do the programmes on CBeebies feel compared to those on other 
children’s channels? What are the main standout shows on CBeebies? How come? 

 
We will then take a closer look at the shows currently on CBeebies (some of which they 
will have mentioned already above) – we will have these on cards so we can put them all 
out in front of everyone.  
 

 Are there ways they can sort all the shows? 

 How do they describe the different types of shows? Are they aware of the different 
types? (Does educational come up spontaneously?) 

 Do they feel that there are any types of shows missing from CBeebies?  

 Ultimately what do they think CBeebies does really well? And anything they could do 
better? 

 And what role does CBeebies play for them/their kids in their day to day lives?  

 Other than watching on TV where else to do they get involved with CBeebies? And 
what do they think of each of these: 

o Website  
o Apps 
o DVDs 
o Games etc.  

 When do they go to each and what role does each fulfill for them/their kids?  
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The BBC BRAND  

 Do they ever think about The BBC brand and how this fits/links with CBeebies?  
(Do they ever think about ‘the bigger picture’?) 

 Do they ever think about the ‘licence fee’ in relation to CBeebies? If so in what way?  
 

Public purposes and Service Licence agreement  
(30 minutes) 
 
Thinking about CBeebies the Brand on TV, websites and Apps too (if they have been on 
any)  
 

 Do they think about what it is supposed to offer? 

 How much do they think about the variety its offering has?  

 Are they looking for shows that: (if not mentioned above)  
o Have music and movement  
o Storytelling  
o Make and do  
o Science  
o History  
o Puzzles  
o Animation  

 Do they feel that it is important that there is variety within the CBeebies offer?  

 What are the main/important areas they are looking for?  
  
We have a number of statements about CBeebies here that we would like to discuss with 
you to see what you all think and to see firstly which if any ‘ring true’ for you and your kids 
and then to see which programmes (that you know of) currently fit with any of the 
statements… 
 
So firstly let’s look at the statements one at a time and see if we can sort by those: 
 

 I totally agree with 

 I sort of agree with (but might adapt a bit)  

 I don’t agree with  

 I don’t understand  

 I don’t know what I think 
 

 For each statement, how important is it for CBeebies to do this?  
o If time, also ask mums to rank statements in order of most important to least 

important. Moderator to ask why they have ordered them in this way.  
 
If they mention shows we will put them next to the statements they fit best with and where 
necessary we will help them to remember shows that might just not be so top of mind. (We 
will have shows with summaries of what they are about at the back)  
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Moderator to note: it is not about the programmes delivering the purposes but the 
channel. The intention is not just to have a list of programmes that deliver the purposes. 
We need to understand where there are gaps, using the programmes to inform this.  
 
Some shows will be placed with more than one of the statements but by the end of the 
exercise it will be easy to see where if any the gaps are and we can look at why this is (is it 
that they just don’t know or is it that there is a genuine gap that needs filling etc.)  
 

Performance suggestions/improvements (if time and kids allow 10minutes) 

 
Having looked at CBeebies (TV and Website and all platforms)… 
 
If they were in charge what would they do to make CBeebies better? (Or even better?)  
 

 Are they happy with what CBeebies offers them as parents/grandparents?  

 Are there any areas they feel CBeebies needs to improve in?  

 Looking back at their expectations of CBeebies are they being fulfilled and what if 
anything could they do better? Are there any types of shows they’d like to see more of? 
Are there any types of shows missing? 

 What advice would they give the people in charge at CBeebies? 

 Are they doing the best job they can? If they were in charge what would they do 
differently?  

 

 Do they know/ can they guess what proportion of their licence fee is spent on 
CBeebies? (Moderator to explain proportion e.g. as a proportion of annual licence fee - 
£145.50, CBeebies cost around £1.60. 

 Based on this, do they think that CBeebies is value for money? How come? 

 What if anything about CBeebies makes the licence fee payment worthwhile?  
 
We will ask the mums this question one at a time and see if they come up with anything 
new or different. Their little ones will probably be back by now too!! 

 
The kids (approx 1hr)  
 
The main focus of the time with these very young kids is for us to have some time alone 
with their parents/carers.  
 
But it can also be a great time to observe what it is about CBeebies they like – they might 
even tell us!! 
 
We will speak to them whilst playing, doing, snacking and watching TV wherever possible 
and when they will allow us to!  
 
We will stay in the main room with the kids so we can have access to the main TV  
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During the hour we will do what we can of the following (as well as toilet trips, checking on 
mum etc.)  
 

 IPad with relevant preschool apps (is there a CBeebies one we can download?)  

 Laptop with the website on to go on with them  

 TV with CBeebies on for them to watch  

 Colouring in sheets from the CBeebies website  

 Pencils to colour in with  

 Snacks etc.  

 Toys to play with  

 Logos of preschool channels  

 Pictures of preschool shows to play with and see which they go for and 
ask if they can tell us what it is they like about the channel or the show 

o Which they leave 
o Which they pick up  
o Which get them excited etc?  

 

Thanks and close  
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Research Objectives 
 
CBeebies and CBBC are undergoing a regular review by the BBC Trust and 
as such require qualitative research to understand better how the two 
services are performing against both the Trust’s service licences and the 
BBC’s public purposes 
 

Overarching Aim:  
It’s the BBC Trust’s responsibility to ensure the licence fee payers get the 
most from the BBC across whatever platform or content they’re consuming, 
and that all meet performance standards 

 
Introduction to this guide: 
The aim of this discussion guide is to: 

 Suggest a flexible format  

 Ensure we cover all the issues outlined in the guide 
 
This guide has been developed in order to meet all the research objectives. Some issues 
may fall more naturally into earlier or later stages of the discussions, while others may be 
relevant throughout. The objective of this guide is to encourage a natural discussion that 
encourages respondents to share their thoughts and experiences with us in a non-
judgemental environment.  
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Moderator introduction and scene setting 
 Moderator to introduce self and explain purpose of the research 

 Explain audio recording  

 Reassure about confidentiality, code of conduct 

 Outline structure for, and duration of session 
 

Introduction and warm up (5 minutes)  
 

 What’s the best thing about being a mum/dad/grandparent/carer of this age child, as 
well as the challenges!? 

 Tell me a bit about your child…and spending time together, what you like to do?  
 

Technology -10 minutes 
 
Websites  
 Do you/your kids like going on the computer? Why / why not? 

 How often do they go on the computer? Are you with them all the time?  

 What do they normally do when online? Tell me what happens? (e.g. who sets them up, 
is a parent always around etc) 

 What are your favourite websites? What make them so good? 

 What makes a good website for kids of this age? How come?  

 What are the rules in your house when it comes to going online? 

 What do they know about the CBeebies grown-up website? Do they ever go on it, when 
and for what purpose? What do they think of it?  

 What about the CBeebies Facebook page? Have they ever been on this? How come? 
What did they think? 
 

Gaming 
 Which consoles do they have at home? (if any) 

 Do they have a favourite console? What makes it the best? 

 What are their favourite games? How come? 

 What sort of games do you prefer them to play on? Are there any that they’ve asked for 
but you have said no to? How come? 

 Any rules around gaming in your house?  

 How do they feel about their kids playing games on CBeebies? 
 

Apps 
 Do their kids have access to a smartphone or tablet? If so which one/s and how often 

do they play on them?  

 What are your current favourite Apps? How do they find out about new apps?  

 Which ones are mums/dads favourite Apps for the kids? How come? 

 Which ones are kids favourite? How come? 

 Are there any Apps that the whole family use? Which ones?  
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 Which ones are they less keen for their kids to play 

 Any rules around apps/tablets etc.? 
 

Radio 
 Do they ever listen to radio shows with their kids? If so, which shows? Why are these 

good to listen to together? 

 Do they ever listen to CBeebies radio/ audio- downloads with their kids? If so, when and 
what do they/ their kids think? 

 
TV and characters  
 What are the favourite channels for their preschool aged kids at the moment?  

 Favourite shows? What makes this a favourite?  
o Do you know what channel the show is on? 
o Which characters from TV shows are you/your kids favourite? How come? 

 Any TV shows/channels you don’t like as much?  

 Who decides what gets watched? Who controls the remote? 
o If it is the parent/carer how do they decide? 

 Any rules around watching TV? 

 Who do they/their kids watch TV with?  

 How often do they watch with their kids? 

 
Role of TV (15 minutes) 
 

 When do they mostly watch TV? 

 Does this differ during weekdays/weekends? 

 What platforms do their kids watch TV on? Do they have a preference?  

 What role does TV fill in their household for them/their kids? 

 Life without TV how would they feel?  

 How do they decide what their kids watch? Is it them or their kids? 

 Who turns the TV on?  

 Who flicks the channels?  

 How much control do they have?  

 What are the main influences when choosing what they will watch?  

 How do they find out about new shows?  

 Is kid’s TV something they talk about with friends?  
 
TV Channel Logo sort  
We will have logos of the main pre-school channel and will ask them to group them in any 
way they see fit and to explain to us what they are doing... 

 Why have they put certain channels together?  

 How do they feel about any of the channels? 
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 Which are the top of mind shows for each of the channels (if needed we will have 
pictures of the shows as well to help the discussion as not everyone can remember 
which shows are with which channel and often mums/dads/grandparents etc. forget!)  

 
Brand party exercise  
If we have time and they want ‘to play’ (not all groups do!) it would be great to do a BRAND 
PARTY exercise, where we take the top 4 channels and pretend they come to life...  
 
They all go to a party – and we ask questions like: 
 

 Whose party is it? 

 Who are friends with whom? 

 How did each of them arrive?  

 Where did they buy their clothes? 

 What do they have to drink? 

 Who leaves first etc.  
 
(If we don’t have time we will do this within the standard mum sessions)  
 

CBeebies in detail (20 minutes)  
 

 When they see the CBeebies logo what do they think of?  

 Do they remember when they/their kids first watched CBeebies? 

 What are their top of mind thoughts about the brand?  
o What age kids do they think the brand is for? 
o How does this channel/brand compare to others their kids watch 

 What would life be like for them/ their children without CBeebies? Would they miss the 
channel if it wasn’t there? How come? 

 What do they feel are the main strengths of CBeebies? 
o What do they expect from CBeebies?  
o What has been their experience of the brand over the years? How long have they 

been ‘with it’ for?  

 What about any negative associations or weaker areas 
o Have they ever experienced any negatives? 
o Who chooses to watch CBeebies in their house? Is it them or their kids or both?  

 How do they feel about the level of repeats? Do they notice? 
 

 Do their kids ever watch programmes on CBBC? If so, when did they start watching 
shows on CBBC? What do they think triggered this transition? If not, why not? 

 What about less favourite/have gone off in recent months 

 Are there any programmes they know or like that their kids don’t really like so much 

 How would they describe the types of shows they/their kids watch on CBeebies?  

 How original do the programmes on CBeebies feel compared to those on other 
children’s channels? What are the main standout shows on CBeebies? How come? 
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We will then take a closer look at the shows currently on CBeebies (some of which they 
will have mentioned already above) – we will have these on cards so we can put them all 
out in front of everyone.  
 

 Are their ways they can sort all the shows? 

 How do they describe the different types of shows? Are they aware of the different 
types? (Does educational come up spontaneously?) 

 Do they feel that there are any types of shows missing from CBeebies?  

 Ultimately what do they think CBeebies does really well? And anything they could do 
better? 

 And what role does CBeebies play for them/their kids in their day to day lives?  

 Other than watching on TV where else to do they get involved with CBeebies? And 
what do they think of each of these: 

o Website  
o Apps 
o DVDs 
o Games etc.  

 When do they go to each and what role does each fulfill for them/their kids?  
 
The BBC BRAND  

 Do they ever think about The BBC brand and how this fits/links with CBeebies?  
(Do they ever think about ‘the bigger picture’?) 

 Do they ever think about the ‘licence fee’ in relation to CBeebies? If so in what way?  

 
Public purposes and Service Licence agreement  
(30 minutes) 
 
Thinking about CBeebies the Brand on TV, websites and Apps too (if they have been on 
any)  
 

 Do they think about what it is supposed to offer? 

 How much do they think about the variety its offering has?  

 Are they looking for shows that: (if not mentioned above)  
o Have music and movement  
o Storytelling  
o Make and do  
o Science  
o History  
o Puzzles  
o Animation  

 Do they feel that it is important that there is variety within the CBeebies offer?  

 What are the main/important areas they are looking for?  
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We have a number of statements about CBeebies here that we would like to discuss with 
you to see what you all think and to see firstly which if any ‘ring true’ for you and your kids 
and then to see which programmes (that you know of) currently fit with any of the 
statements… 
 
So firstly let’s look at the statements once at a time and see if we can sort by those: 
 

 I totally agree with 

 I sort of agree with (but might adapt a bit)  

 I don’t agree with  

 I don’t understand  

 I don’t know what I think 
 

 For each statement, how important is it for CBeebies to do this?  
o If time, also ask mums to rank statements in order of most important to least 

important. Moderator to ask why they have ordered them in this way.  
 
If they mention shows we will put them next to the statements they fit best with and where 
necessary we will help them to remember shows that might just not be so top of mind. (We 
will have shows with summaries of what they are about at the back)  
 
Moderator to note: it is not about the programmes delivering the purposes but the 
channel. The intention is not just to have a list of programmes that deliver the purposes. 
We need to understand where there are gaps, using the programmes to inform this.  
 
Some shows will be placed with more than one of the statements but by the end of the 
exercise it will be easy to see where if any the gaps are and we can look at why this is (is it 
that they just don’t know or is it that there is a genuine gap that needs filling etc.)  
 

Performance suggestions/improvements (if time and kids allow 10minutes) 

 
Having looked at CBeebies (TV and Website and all platforms)… 
 
If they were in charge what would they do to make CBeebies better? (Or even better?)  
 

 Are they happy with what CBeebies offers them as parents/grandparents?  

 Are there any areas they feel CBeebies needs to improve in?  

 Looking back at their expectations of CBeebies are they being fulfilled and what if 
anything could they do better? Are there any types of shows they’d like to see more of? 
Are there any types of shows missing? 

 What advice would they give the people in charge at CBeebies? 

 Are they doing the best job they can? If they were in charge what would they do 
differently?  
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 Do they know/ can they guess what proportion of their licence fee is spent on 
CBeebies? (Moderator to explain proportion e.g. as a proportion of annual licence fee - 
£145.50, CBeebies cost around £1.60. 

 Based on this, do they think that CBeebies is value for money? How come? 

 What if anything about CBeebies makes the licence fee payment worthwhile?  
 
We will ask the mums this question one at a time and see if they come up with anything 
new or different. Their little ones will probably be back by now too!! 

 
Thanks and close  
 


